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What is Tap - Asia?
CENTER FOR ADVANCED THEOLOGICAL

STUDIES (CATS)

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION

BY EXTENSION (TEE)

EVANGELICAL THEOLOGICAL

SOCIETIES/COMMISSIONS (ETS)

Background of TAP

The Theological Assistance Program, an out-

come of the Asia Pacific Congress of Evangelism in

Singapore in 1968. was launched out of a concern

among evangelicals for wider co-operation in the

field of theological education and the proclamation of

the historic evangelical faith. The need for theolo-

gically equipped national leaders is becoming in-

creasingly acute in the areas of rapid church growth

in Asia, Africa and Latin America.

The Aims of TAP-Asia

• To offer evangelical educators in theological

schools, churches, missions and fellowships in

Asia an information service of current develop-

ments and needs in theological education.

• To sponsor consultations, workshops and con-

ferences in subjects of special concern to

evangelicals in the training of national leadership.

• To assist closer co-operation between evangelipal

theological schools in developing united, training,

common curricula and textbook programs.

Thirty five key theological educators, representing

many different churches and theological schools rnet

under the chairmanship of Dr. Saphir P. Athyal, Prin-

cipal of Union Biblical Seminary of Yeotmal, India,

for the Second Asia Evarigelical Consultation on
Theological Education, held in Singapore, June 8-12,

1971. Resolutions included patterns and standards ‘of

training, curriculum and text-books, property, library,

staffing and finance.

Our quarterly newsletter, THEOLOGICAL NEWS,]
which gives news of the progress of TAP-Asia and

other information of developments of theological

education worldwide, is available on request.

TAP-Asia Membership

The membership is open to;

• Evangelical Theological institutions, national evan-

gelical theological societies or commissions,
national or regional centers for advanced theolo-

gical study and research, national TEE organiza-

tions, and any other evangelical organization with

specific involvement in theological education.

The Associate membership is open to:

• Denominational bodies, mission agencies, evan-
gelical publishing houses, and any other evangelical

organizations which do not qualify for full member-
ship.

The annual membership fee is equivalent to US$10.00.

TEE Workshop in Manila (with CAMEO)
Aug. 30-Sept. 2, 1971CATS Meeting in Seoul

April 4-6, 1972
PIM Workshop in Singapore

June 14-26, 1971

TAP-Asia encourages evangelical theological

schools to work closely together for the promotion
of evangelical theological education within the country
through the formation of ETS. Four countries already

have ETS — Japan, Korea. Philippines and India.

The Evangelical Theological Korea Commission recent-

ly sponsored the First North East Asia Evangelical

Theological Conference to discuss 'Evangelism in

Asian Crisis' in Seoul in June 1971, Evangelical

scholars from Japan. Taiwan and Korea presented
their papers and promoted a better understanding of

each other's country and a closer co-operation in

theological education in the future.

TAP-Asia in co-operation with ETS will launch

an Asia Journal of Theology within the next four

years. Dr. Susuma Uda of Japan was appointed to

become Asia Co-ordinator for ETS.

BIBLE TEACHING MINISTRIES (BTM)

TAP-Asia recommends that national evangelical

theological societies and commissions develop men
gifted in Bible teaching ministries and encourage
them to share in the holding of seminars and work-
shops for the purpose of training and commending
others to the study and the teaching of the Bible.

Rev Nene Ramientos. Asia BTM co-ordinator, form-

ed an Asian team with qualified Bible teachers from

Asian countries.

Traditional theological education has been re-

sidential. Lately there has been an increasing con-
ciousness of expanding theological education to laity

and pastors-on-the-job. This type of theological

education is known as Theological Education by
Extension (TEE). Latin America, particularly Guate-
mala, has successfully employed TEE and TAP-Asia
is adopting this new method to provide widespread
leadership training in the Church.

The basic method of teaching is Programmed
Instruction which uses Programmed textbooks, work-
books and study guides. Questions and answers are

provided in the text and there is a weekly class

session for the students to discuss issues raised

through their studies. TAP-Asia sponsored PIM
workshops in Singapore and India in 1971. In 1972
TAP-Asia will undertake to sponsor at least 7 more
PIM workshops throughout Asia in order to train

potential writers of Programmed texts. Our quarterly

PROGRAMMING NEWS is to provide a service to

writers of programmed courses.

TAP-Asia is working in close liason with CAMEO
in America (the Committee to Assist Missionary
Education Overseas) to promote this new method to

provide wide-spread pastoral training.

Cassette tapes are also implemented for TEE as in

the case of Thailand and Singapore. TAP-Asia has a

cassette tape library in Singapore and plans to expand
this ministry not only in the English language but also

in other vernacular languages in Asia.

'Train Asians in Asia' seems to be th^ top
priority in the planning of theologians both from the

West and Asia. Asian evangelicals are concerned
with increasing inflow of Western theological libera-

lism and syncretism into the church and sense the

urgency of training their church leaders in the context

of Asian life. The 'brain-drain' to the West has also

caused the shortage of leadership in the Asian church.

The Second Theological Consultation decided to

set up three or four research centers in Asia-Korea,

India, Hong Kong and Singapore. The Consultation

described the purpose of CATS in Asia as:

1 Programs of research on the evangelical

interpretation of the Christian faith in the Asian
context;

2 A graduation program leading to degrees on

the master's and doctoral levels.

A CATS meeting in April 1972 solidified the plans

for establishing two Post-graduate degree-offering

centers: One in Seoul. Korea and one in Yeotmal,
India. In Singapore a research center will be open
for S.E. Asian countries. The Chinese Graduate
School of Theology in Hong Kong is a distinct pos-

sibility and will use Chinese as the medium of in-

struction according to the Association for Promoting'
Chinese Theological Education which met In January,-

1972 . mm



ASSISTANCE FOR THEOLOGICAL

EDUCATION ..

Existing patterns and standards of theological .. I

education in Asia are in due need of improvement. Jhe'r |

existing pattern is basically curriculum examination

oriented after Western models rather than man-

training oriented. This curriculum examination

oriented pattern often with its over emphasis of the

academic aspect has failed to pay due attention to

the implementation of the Christian faith to the

historical-cultural contexts of Asia.

Two of the important resolutions which TAP-

Asia made for the promotion of evangelical theological

education in Asia;

1 To form an association of evangelical Bible -

schools and Th B colleges with special re-

ference to establishing evangelical accreditation

at these levels. Jx
2 To establish a fund equivalent to US$1 million

as a trust foundation to be known as PAN
ASIAN FOUNDATION FOR EVANGELICAL
THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION. TAP-Asia would

provide scholarships and a post-graduate

training program for promising seminary

students.

Please send me:

1 THEOLOGICAL NEWS regularly

PROGRAMMING NEWS regularly

2 The full report of the 1971 Singapore

Consultation C]

and the 1972 Seoul Consultation

3 TAP-Asia Membership Form

4 More information on TEE

5 We would like to borrow the

filmstrip on TEE • Q

I/We enclose a gift of towards

the work of TAP-Asia and would like to share its

ministry with my/our prayer and a gift of

(Monthly or annually).

Name

Church/Seminary/Mission

Address

Mail this form to: TAP-Asia,

33-A Chancery Lane,

SINGAPORE 11.

The Second Asia Evangelical Consultation on Theological Education June 8-12, 1971

TAP STAFF: From Left to Right—
Dr. Bong RO (S.E. Asia Co-ordinator)

Mr. John Langlois
(TAP International Administrator)

Dr. Saphir Athyal (General Co-ordinator and

S. Asia Co-ordinator)

Mr. Bruce Nicholls
(TAP International Co-ordinator)

Dr. Gilbert McArthur (S. Pacific Co-ordinator)

Dr. Eui Whan Kim (Far East Co-ordinator)



BOARD DECISION ON NEW BUILDING

ACTS THREE YEAR HISTORY

As ACTS marks the third anniversary of its estab-

lishment as an institition for the training of men and

women for world evangelization, we rejoice and praise

God for the growth not only In student body and fa-

culty, but also in support and interest of many friends

in Korea and other countries as well.

A BELL OF GOOD NEWS FOR SAMOA

Elder* Lee Young Gun of the Iri Shin Kwang Church

has been sending belts to churches throughout Korea,

and when he heard about Mr. Aferiti Samuelufrom Sa-

moa studying at ACTS, an idea came to his mind

that he might send a bell to Samoa as a token of

good news from Korea. On June 24 when a dedication

service for a bell was held, Mr. Samuetu was invited

to Shin Kwang Church to receive this gift for Samoa.

Mr. Samuelu was an instructor at Peula Theological

College in Samoa, and is presently doing his Th. M.

Degree work at ACTS. He is looking forward to re-

turning to his homeland soon to render his service to

his church. His particular study has been about the

future of the Samoan church in the changing society.

Address all correspondence to:

The Director, ACTS
187 Choongjeong- ro 3- ka

Seodaemoon- ku, Seoul, Korea

At the 17th board meeting which was held on July

6th, 1977, a formal resolution was made to construct

a new building, costing $600, 000, for housing of dor-

mitory and library. ACTS has been in difficulty with

inadequate facilities, especially for the library which

was too small to contain the increasing library collec-

tion, Also, there are not sufficient dormitory rooms

to accommodate the growing student body. This new

building will be a milestone in the development of

ACTS. The auditorium, which will have modern equip-

ment for simultaneous translations, will function as a

meeting place for various kinds of international ga-

therings. The International Guest House, which ACTS

has been maintaining to accommodate its large num-

ber of visiting lecturers, will be enlarged, and the

new Guest House will serve as the home for all in-

ternational Christian visitors and home-coming mis-

sionaries to Korea.

Fall, 1977
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NEW RESIDENT FACULTY MEMBERS

Dr. Kim Chul-Hyun, Dr. Shin Sung-Jong, Dr. Marlin

L. Nelson have accepted positions as resident faculty

members.

Dr. Kim studied at Westminster Theological Semi-

nary and received his M. Div. degree. After several

years of teaching in Korea he studied at Heidelberg

University in Germany where he received his Th. D. He

will be professor in the Old Testament.

Dr. Shin is also a graduate of Westminster Theo-

logical Seminary with a M. Th. degree. He did his

doctoral work at Temple University and received both

his M. A. and Ph. D in Religion. He will be teaching New

Testament.

Dr.‘ Nelson graduated from Minnesota University with

a B. A. and from Fuller Theological Seminary where he

received his M. Div. and D. Miss. He will be teaching

in the field of Missiology.

ACCREDITATION ACHIEVED

We thank God for the accreditation of this center

as an educational juridical person, so that ACTS can

now legally hold the property, and is in a position to

receive endowment without paying any tax. Also, ACTS
operation as an educational program agency for the

education of Asian leadership, which has been carried

on in cojunction with Seoul Theological Seminary and

Presbyterian Theological Seminary since the Fall Term
of 1975, has now been approved by the government.

GENEROUS SUPPORT

We have received constant and faithful support

from overseas, without which ACTS could never exist

or continue its work. With the initial gift of $5,000
in 1974, the giving of the Korean churches has in -

creased at the rate of 400% to $ 20. 000 in 1977. We
take this as support from God!

INCREASING INTERNATIONAL STUDENT BODY

We are very much pleased with the increase in num-

ber of overseas Asian students. If we compare this

year's enrollment with that of the small beginning in

the Spring of 1974, the increase is all the more strik-

ing. ACTS began with 6 students, none of whom was

foreign Asian student, but this term the total en-

rollment is 21, of whom 12 are from various count-

ries of Asia. These young men come from Taiwan, Phi-

lippines. Indonesia, Singapore, India. Pakistan, and

Samoa, and there are among them students from

such tribal backgrounds as Tibetan. Mizor and Hakka
so the student body is now truly International.

DEGREE PROGRAM

Having accreditation from the government as an

educational program agency, ACTS is operating a joint

degree program in cooperation with Seoul Theological

Seminary and Presbyterian Theological Seminary, which

leads toward the conferring of the degrees of Th. M.

and M. A. in Religion for the foreign students.

MISSIONARY TRAINING

There are many young ministers throughout Asia

who like to come to ACTS to have an opportunity to

study for a rather short period of time (10 months)

without spending the time required for degree work.

Here they have contact with Korean churches, the

growth of which, according to government statistics,

shows an increase of 640. 000 members during the last

year. For these students ACTS has prepared a Mis •

sionary Training Course in which the emphasis is on

misslologicat and church growth studies and more in-

timate contact with Korean churches by which they

can spend time with pastors in their pastoral minis-

tries. Now ACTS would like to emphasize this special

course which will enable the trainees to equip them-

selves spiritually and intellectually, and then go back

to develope successful pastoral ministries.

SPECIAL LECTURESHIPS

For the last three years ACTS has been blessed

with a number of prominent special lecturers from

abroad, including such men as Dr. Carl F. Henry. Dr.

Donald McGavran, Dr. Ludwig Dewitz, Dr. Alan Tippett,

Dr. Harold Greenlee. Dr. George Peters, Dr. Theodore

Marr of Hong Kong, Dr. Tadataka Maruyama of Japan

and others.

Recently Dr. Samuel J. Schultz from Wheaton gave a

special lecture series on "The Gospel in the Old Tes-

tament!’ and we are expecting to have Dr. William Dy-

rness (Th. D. Strassbourg) now at Asian Theological Se-

minary in Manila to come in the Fall. His lectures will

be on Theology and Culture with special reference to

the problem of contextualization.

SPECIAL LECTURES

• Spring Term 1975
“Issues in Theology of Mission”

by Dr. Albert Gammage
“The Evangelical Renaissance"

by Dr. Paul Rader

• Fall Term 1975
“Communication and Mission”

by Dr. James Engel

• Winter Term 1975
“What Luther Means for Asia and World”

by Dr. Thoms Coates

"Love and Jen”

by Dr. Rah Halk-Jin

• Spring Term 1976
“Aspects of Asian Missions”

by Dr. George Peters

“An Evangelical Responce to Nairobi"

by Prof. Bruce Nicholls

• Fall Term 1976
“Revelation and History"

by Dr, Carl F. Henry

“Christian Interpretation Korean History"

by Prof. Lee Man-Yul

• Spring Term 1977
“The Linguistic Picture of Asia:

by Dr. Ronald L. T rail

“Communication for Church Growth”

by Dr. Theodore J. Marr

• Fall Term 1977
"Contemporary Theology East and West;

Evangelical Perspectives"

by Dr. William A. Dyrness



evangelical, international.

ACTS is an evangelical, international and inter-

denominational center for advanced theological

studies with a special emphasis on the Christian

message and mission in Asia. It hopes to lessen

the current necessity of sending Asian scholars

to the West for such studies.lt owns its own one-

acre campus in downtown Seoul with adequate re-

sidential facilities for foreign students and visiting

lecturers. The library is a special gift of the Billy

Graham Foundation. A full year’s scholarship for a

student from outside Korea is $ 2,250, including

room and board and tuition. Instruction is in

English.

THE BOARD AND THE FACULTY

The Center is independently organized under its

own Board of Directors, whose chairman is Dr.

Kyung-Chik Han. pastor-emeritus of Seoul’s large

Youngnak Church and former moderator of the

Presbyterian Church in Korea. The faculty now

numbers nine, drawn from five different denomi-

nations! Korean Evangelical .Korean Tonghap Presby-

terian, Koryo Presbyterian. Salvation Army ajid^

Southern Baptist). They hold doctorates fror

Yale, Union in Virginia, Emory, the Free Universit

of Amsterdam, Concordia. Harvard. Fuller. Drof:

and Southwest Baptist.

SPECIAL LECTURESHIP

lb Important features of the academic year

at ACTS are the Special Lectureships which bring

visiting lecturers from overseas.These have includ-

ed; Dr. Carl F.H. Henry of World Vision, recently vice-

president of the American Theological Society, in

theology Dr, Donald McGavran of Fuller

Seminary in church growth; Dr. Tadataka Maruyama

of Japan Christian Seminary in church history; Dr.

Harold Greenlee of Wycliffe in New Testament

Greek, Dr. Ludwig DeWitz of Columbia Theological

Seminary in Old Testament, and Dr. James Engle

of the Billy Graham Communications Center at

Wheaton College in communication of the gospel.

Other visiting lecturers included Dr. Bong Ro of

the Asian Theological Aasociation.and Bishop Chandu

Ray. formerly Anglican bishop of Karachi, now. of

the Coordination Office for Asian Evangelism in

Singapore, as well as Dr. Alan Tippett, editor of

Missiqlogv.and Dr.Charles Kraft of Fuller Seminary’s

School of World Missions.

An added joy was the merger in October, 1975,

of the Korea Church Growth Institute with ACTS.

For strength and growth and praying friends

. and hope for the future in the evangelization of

Asia we give thanks to God.

ASIAN CENTER FOR THEOLOGICAL STUDIES AND MISSION

187 Choong Chongno 3-ka, Seodaemoon-ku
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GENEROUS GIFT

On April 20, 1974 ACTS purchased the former

World Vision office site at West Gate, thanks to a

generous gift at a cost of $ 175.
000. and less than

two weeks later, on May 1 our first formal aca-

demic term opened with a lecture from Dr. Carl

F. H. Henry on the subject of “The Theology of

Evangelism!’

THE FIRST TERM

Six students were enrolled for the first term,

May 1 to July 4. 1974, four Koreans and two A-

mericans, representing five different denominations.

Dr. Samuel H. Moffett, Director.and Dr.Chul-Ha Han,

Associate Director, headed a faculty of seven drawn

on a part-time basis from the leading evangelical

seminaries of Korea.

A little more than a year later, by the end of

the three- month term ( September to November

1975), the number of students had more than

doubled, and the first year of full operation closed

on a most appropriate note with the sending out

of our first missionary.

Lydia Benjamin, a teacher from Sri Lanka with

overseas experience in Ethiopia, finished two terms

of work at ACTS and left on June 20, 1975 as a

missionary to India for Bible translation work on

a colloquial version of the Tamil Bible. Tamil is

her native language.

THE FIRST TIBE^TAN STUDENT

The new term which opened this September

brought us another first, our first Tibetan student.

His name is Elijah Spalbar Gergan. Gergan means

‘‘teacher!’ for he comes from a line of hereditary

teachers of the Dalai Lama. His great-grandfather

was forced to flee from Lhassa after a palace

revolt, and found refuge in Kadakh in Lesser Tibet,

then a semi- independent kingdom but now a part

of Kashmir. There he met a pioneer Moravian

missionary and became his chief helper in the

translation of the first Tibetan Bible. He did not

become a Christian however. But his son, who carried

on the translation could not resist the claims of

Christ, and the son's son, Elijah's father, is a lay-

evangelist working among Tibetan refugees.

STUDENT BODY GROWING

We now have thirteen students enrolled at

ACTS. They come from four different nationalities

and nine denominations. The total number of

students enrolled during 1974- 75 was 23, the

number increasing steadily each term (6 in the

first, 8 the second, 11 the fourth, and now 13).

Nationalities represented include Korea, Sr iLanka,

Republic of China (Taiwan), India(Tibetan) and the

The Joinl GroduoJe School CommiMee; from lefi.

Dr. Cho Chong-Nohm, President of Seoul Theological

Seminory Dr. Samuel H. Moffett, Director of ACTS,

Dr. Pork Chong-Nham, Acting President of the

Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Dr. Hon Chul-Ha,

Associate Director of ACTS.

Dr.Corl F.H. Henry, lecturing of ACTS.

U.S.A. Within ten days we expect to welcome a

pastor from India and by the end of the year a

teacher from West Samoa, both as new students.

We have also enrolled as our first Research Fellow

the president of the 500- member Korean Christian

Medical Doctor's Association.

ACTS OFFERS TH. M.

ACTS has applied to the Ministry of Education

of the Republic of Korea for permission to grant

academic graduate degrees, ffrst at the Masters

level and eventually a Doctorate. Pending a favor-

able response, the first four terms of study

centered on research and writing, supplemented by

special lectures, courses and seminars. But be-

ginning with the fifth term now in session, and as

an interim arrengement, we can now offer, a Th.

M. degree through a Joint Degree Course agree-

ment with the two leading accfedited. evangelioah

seminaries in Korea, the Seoul Theological Seminary

of the Korean Evangelical Church (5CX) students)

and the Presbyterian Theological Seminary of

Korea! 550 students).
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NEWSLETTER
Newsletter "KOREA FRJEND" is published

monthly and distributed to 144 countries by the

Korea Social Communication Research Institute,

a non profit, non political, civic organitation^as

part of Its international social -communication

service.
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KOREA FRIEND
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CbalriBSB: Kim Kyung-rie, journiliti,

Vice Cbalraao: Chung Hee-kyung,

•chool principal. Park Un-hoc, auto-

mobile iniurance head.
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Kang Gui-won, Judge;Kim Kap-sun,

ProFcasor; Kim Man-bok, aymphony

cooduclor: Kim Sc-jin, Director, res-

earch ccnicr for peace and unification;

Kim ll-joo.faroi spcciBlist;JohnJ.Kini,

lawyer; Kim Jong-pyo, lawyer; Kim
Joon-hcc. professor Park Chung-soo.

profeasor;Paik Young-au, school prin-

cipal;Suh Young-hce. member of the

National Aisembly; Shin Dong-ihik,

KOMAC chairnian;Yang Ta[-aeung,ex*

congres9man;Ouh Yoon-bae. professor;

Yo Wun-ge.aclre9a;Yoon Young-il, tou-

rist company head.LecKyu-hyo.public

official; Lee Uh-ryug, essayist; Lee
Young-ho. political analyst; Lee In-ho,

professor. Lee Chin-su,business consul-

tant; Yim Taik-keun, TV manager;

Chang -Man-key. personal dev, consul-

tant, Chang Joon young.KNTC general

.director: Chang Hye-woo, 'pianist;

Chung Kwang-mo, joumaliat; Chung

In-teak, professor: Joo Kwan-joong,

professor; Choi Ju-ho, Journalist; Hong
Yun-sook, professor.

Overaeas DlreetoraiChung Jong-ihik.

eorrespondent(Franee);Chester Chang,

pilot ezamioer(U.S.A.}; Lee Yong-

seuDg. correapondent(Japan);Sonia S.

Suk, realtor(U.S.A.}; Lee Woong-hee,

correspondent(U.S.A-)

Staff; Yoo Kwang-chun;

Kim Yei-sik; Lee Won-woong
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Economy \
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togettry an^ fishery indu-
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Daelim Industrial Co., Ltd.

Head Office: 14-26 Dongja-

dong, Yongsan-ku, Seoul, Korea

C.P.O. Box 5305, Seoul

Cable: DAELIMIND SEOUL
Telex: DAELIM K2379

SEOUL Tel. 42-8221/9

Daelims’s overseas branch

offices are operating in the

following countries:

• Esfahan, Iran • Dammam,
Saudi Arabia • Singapore

• Brunei • Sibu, Sarawak,

Malaysia • Kuwait • Jakarta,

Indonesia • Kushtia,

Bangladesh • Bangkok,

Thailand • New York, U.S.A.



Eepressways Between*-and-- Length

Seoul-pusan Line Seoul- -Ulsan-- Pusan 442km
Honam Line Taejon- • Chonju- • -Sunchon 260km
Seoul-Inchon Line Seoul--Inchon 30km
Yongdong Line Shingal--Saemal---Kangnung 201km
Namhae Line Sunchon-’Pusan 177km
Tonghae Line Kangnung--Mukho 32km

Total
1, 142km

News Highlights of Korea
Oil Deposit Found in Pohan^ Area
Korea has found the first oil of “good quality” in the Pohang

area

President Park Chung Hee disclosed the oil finding at his New
Year news conference on January 16. Full-dress prospecting has

started in the Yongil Bay inland area in Kyongsang Pukto and
its result will be known in four months.

The economic value of the deposit, as well as its size, will be

determined after the full-fledged scientific survey.

Korean technicians had drilled three holes in the Pohang area

to a depth of 1, 500 meters and one of the holes produced seve-

ral drums of natural gas and oil late last year. The oil was later

found to be of good quality by the Korea Institute of Science

and Technology.

Oil prospecting in the Mining Block No. 7, located south of

Cheju Island and west of Kyushu, Japan, will start as soon as

the Japanese Diet ratifies the Korea-Japan continental shelf joint

exploration accord.

In addition to oil, Korean mineralogical survey teams have
tapped a huge uranium ore belt in the Taejon and Koesan area

with an estimated deposit of 7.600, 000 tons. In addition, a belt

of thorium ore, one kind of nuclear fuel ore, believed to have
300, 000 tons of potential reserves, has been found in the Chung-
chong Namdo and Cholla areas.

A series of surveys conducted by the Mineral Institute of Korea
has confirmed an anorthite deposit of 10,000 million tons in
Hadong, Kyongsang Namdo, and an alumstone deposit of 28 million
tons in Haenam, Cholla Namdo.

President Stresses Security, Stability

Oil derricks loom high over on oreo near
Pohang on the southeost coost where
Korea’s first oil was found.

Mineralogical experts construct o

drill rig for topping o potential

urauium belt in the Koeson area.

3,000 Pro-N.K. Residents in Japan
on Home Visits

Three thousand Korean residents in Japan who were affiliated

with the pro-Communist resident federation(Chochongnyon') visited

their homeland in January and February under the humanitarian
campaign to help reunite separated families.

Most of them returning home for the first time in more than
diree decades, the former pro-Pyongyang residents could visit the

Republic of Korea under arrange-

ments made by the pro-Seoul resi-

dent association (Mindan).

The visitors paid homage to

their ancestral graves and met their

family members and relatives in

tearful reunion during the -lunar p°v
.. nomoge to their oncesfors in o

New Year season. visit to their graves.

President Park meets the newsmen ot his first New Year press conference.

President Park Chung Hee has declared that the government

will place stress on national security, economic stability and sub-

stantial growth, and reinforcement of national consensus in car-

rying out its policy programs during 1976.

Meeting the newsmen at his New Year press conference at

Chong Wa Dae on January 15. President Park emphasized that

the national effort should be concentrated on strengthening natio-

nal security to ward off the incessant Communist threat of

aggression.

At the nationally televised and broadcast news conerence, the

Chief Executive told the nation that the government will strive

to restore economic stability and retain the trend of substan-

tial growth which the Korean economy has been showing since

its recovery from the worldwide shock of recession.

He declared that national consensus is the very foundation on

which an impregnable security posture could be established and
economic growth could be achieved.

Centennial of Opening of Korean Ports
Exactly 100 years ago, Korea opened her ports to commerce

with foreign countries; and the first Korean port opened was
Inchon on the west coast off Seoul.

Known as Chemulpo at that time, a bleak seaside hamlet

covered with weeds and reeds, the port has achieved steady

growth in these 100 years to become ond of the world's largest

lock-gate harbor accommodating

50, 000-ton ocean-going vessels.

Opened to foreign trade in accor-

dance with the Kanghwa treaty in

1876, Inchon marked the start of

the nation’s modernization, paving

the way for the assimilation of
,

An ocean-going vessel, with export
Uropean culture.

goods aboard, leaves the Inchon port.

Statistics About Korea
With the addition of the Yongdong and Tonghae Expressways

to the nation’s highway network, all parts of Korea have now
been included in the so-called “one-day living sphere.”
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Pilgrimage to National Treasure (No, 42)

This wooden case with images of the Buddha

attended upon by two Bodhisattvas is designated

as National Treasure No. 42. The unique techni-

que of composition it embodies imparts a foreign

impression. Now preserved at Songgwang-sa

Temple in Sungju County, Cholla Namdo, this

relic was used by the Most Reverend Priest Pojo for keeping hi

Buddha statue.

Korea Captures King’s Cup in Soccer

The Korean national team won the King’s Cup soccer tourna-

ment held in Bangkok, Thailand, from December 20 to January 4-

The best eleven of Korea captured the

coveted trophy for the third consecutive

time at the Asian soccer competition.

Korea trounced Burma 1-0 in the final

game,

Yi Dynasty Court Dresses Shown in Japan

An exhibition of Yi Dynasty court dresses

won a great applause from the capacity

audience at the Amagasaki Cultural Center

in Japan last month.

Sponsored by charity organizations for

mentally or physically handicapped children,

the demonstration of royal dresses by Korean

models introduced the beauty of Korea’s

traditional art to the Japanese people.

Distinguished Koreans Abroad

Lee Yong-ha of Korea won the world junior

speed skating championship in the 5,000-meter

race in Madonna di Campiglio, Italy, in mid-

January. He also won the 3, 000-meter race in

the opening day competition.

Kang Chong-wan, who won the Presidential

award at the National Art Exhibition in 1975,

held his one-man exhibition at the Miyami Art

Gallery in Tokyo at its invitation. He showed

36 paintings, including works entitled “The Green

Sun” and “Silla Period.”

Whole Truth, Nothing but the Truth
An old American bank bill for $ 1. 000, 000 has been

found between the leaves of a genealogical record of an

Onyang, Chungchong Namdo, family.

The lucky person who is entitled to inherit the bill issued

by a commercial bank in the United States in 1840 is Mr.

Lee Sang-won.

The bank promises in the bill that it is redeemable with

gold of the same value; but the bank went bankrupt long

ago.

Mr. Lee’s five-generation ancestor, Lee Ka-son, served the

government as the vice minister of finance during the reign

of Yi King Honjong, His son, Lee Sang-won, was engaged

in foreign trade; and he received the bill from an American

trader in Ch’ing China in 1840.

Even though Mr. Lee fails to see his dream of becom-

ing a millionaire come true, his bill is sure to attract col-

lectors of old coins.

Oldest Illustrated Sutra Found

The oldest illustrated Buddhist

scripture was found in the Songam

Antique Library in Seoul recently.

The woodblock Kumgang Pan-

yagyong Sutra with illustrations

was carved in 1363 or the 12th

year of Koryo King Kongmin.

Also found in the library in the

course of checking its collection

was a collection of poems and es-

says by Min Un-pyong, a scholar

of the Koryo dynasty.

Shown ore poges of a 1 4-cenfury

illustrated Buddhist scripture found

in the Songom Library collection.

Visitors From Abroad

Sen. J. Bennet Johnston (D-La.), visiting

member of the U.S. Senate Appropriations

Committee, paid a courtesy call on President

Park Chung Hee on January 10 during his tour

of Korea.

Bahie Eldin Nasr, representative of the dele-

gation of the League of Arab States, visited

Korea late in January to attend the conference

of the Korea-Arab Friendship society. He said

the society will build a firm bridge in promo-

ting cultural, economic, and political relations

between Korea and the Arab states.

New Book in German
Maerchen aus Korea, a collection of 90 Korean folk tales

translated by H. J. Jaborowski, an assistant professor at the

Hanguk University of Foreign Studies, published in West Ger-

many.

Today’s Korea
Ninety years have passed since the first

Protestant missionaries came to share their

knowledge of Christ in the Hermit King-

dom. They found energetic and capable

^
people willing to evaluate new values and

V ways and to assimilate that which was of

value. Today Korean Christians are reach-

ing out across the land and toother parts

of the world carrying the same message of the love of

Christ. And Korean society has accepted many of the forms

of social concern first espoused by Christian groups, in

medicine, in education, in social welafre. It has been a

rewarding ninety years, and Koreans have made effective

use of their innate abilities.

Robert G. Sauer

Professor of Physics

Yonsei University, Seoul
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S6minar on Intornational Economic Cooperation
Dr. Peter B. Kenen, professor of economics at Princeton Uni-

versity, delivered a lecture on international economic cooperation
between developed and developing countries in Seoul on January
26.

Discussing economic matters with Korean eco-

nomists and journalists at the American Trade
Center; Dr. Kenen forecast that the demand by
developing countries for increased trade with and
assistance from developed countries is politically

unrealistic.

Asian Song: Contest Scheduled
The first Asian television song contest is scheduled for the latter

part of May in Hongkong under the joint sponsorship by MBC
TV of Korea. RTV of Hongkong, Fuji TV of Japan, and TTV
of Taiwan. To participate in the song festival are, besides the
four countries cited above, are Thailand. Malaysia. Singapore,
and the Philippines.

MBC TV will hold a preliminary contest soon to select Korean
singers for the Asian festival.

Joint Venture Firms in Mideast, Africa

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry has drawn up a plan

to establish joint-venture plants in countries which have resources

but whose technological standard is low.

According to the plan, Korea will build plants in such Middle
East and African countres as Saudi Arabia, Iran, Nigeria, and

Gabon as a means of securing raw materials on steady basis.

Active Participation in Overseas Fairs Set
Korea will participate in international fairs more actively this

year in order to give greater publicity to Korean export items.
The government plans to take part in 34 general and special

fairs and exhibitions abroad. A fund of 902 million won is ear-
marked in the government budget for the participation.

KOREA SOCIAL COMMUNICATION RESEARCH INSTITUTE

C. P. O. BOX 5831

Richard H. Baird
The Bairds
lli20 Santo Domingo Ave.
Duarte, CaliT. 91010
U. S. A.

PAR AVION CORREO AEREO VIA AIR MAIL Neivsletter

Korea, Friend^

Haven for Mig:ratory Birds Along Naktong

Ulsukto islet in Kimhae County, Kyongsang Namdo, is known
as a paradise for migratory birds, although no one is sure as to

when the birds began to visit it. Fantastic group dances staged

by tens of thousands of migratory birds, comprising more than

200 different species, present a solemn harmony with nature.

This area along the Naktong River is designated as a protective

zone, and hunting was formerly banned here in August 1972,

V

How do you say it in Korean?
I am expecting an visitor,

na-e-ge pang-mun Kaek-i ol

ko-sip-ni-da

I want an interpreter,

tong-yok-ul won-hap-nf-da
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WORLD VISION
IN KOREA



OUT OF THE

A
NATION
GROWS
RUBBLE

Korea, land of the morning sun, is rising from the

destruction of war to establish itself in the Asian

community of nations. World Vision, whose work

began during the Korean conflict, serves the Korean

people in ever-changing ways to meet the needs of

today.

As an example of the changing needs, the World

Vision relief program is being cut back, while a

major emphasis is being placed on scholarships and

vocational training. The large childcare ministry

concerns itself with more than meeting survival

needs: social adjustments, vocational counseling,

and an opportunity to know Jesus Christ personally

are today's major aims. In Korea today. World

Vision with the compassion of Christ, seeks to serve

a people developing in a fast-changing world.





In a diversified work World Vision

supports the people and church of Korea

. . . in a rehabilitation village for flood

victims. . . in pastors' conferences. . . in

emergency relief. . . in Bible correspon-

dence courses. . . through leprosy re-

search and treatment at the Special Skin

Clinic. . . and through childcare.
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MEETING
BASIC NEEDS

Abandoned, orphaned and destitute children—more

than 15,000 boys and girls—receive care through

World Vision's Korea Childcare Program. In babies'

and needy childrens' homes, day care centers and

widows' homes basic needs are met and oppor-

tunities for education and personal development are

provided. The Childcare Program is supported by

people in the United States, Canada, Australia, and

New Zealand who take a personal interest in

individual needy children.

/ fl

Education is a key to the future.





The Rev. Marlin Nelson, director
Mr. Peter Lee, assistant director

WbridVision
^aff in Korea

Mr. Jae Choon Cho, treasurer
Harriet Wood, hospitality and secretary

World Vision of Korea administrative offices are at
the World Vision Center just outside the Seoul city
center on the main highway to the Kimpo Inter-

national Airport. At the Center are the offices, an
outpatient clinic and children's hospital, a girls'

vocational school, the Music Institute, the Tree
Project, a Chapel and residence for staff. You are
welcome to visit.



World Vision was founded by Dr. Bob Pierce as an

insirument through which concerned people in

America could unite their efforts to help the

widows and or phans of the Korean war.

Tocfay some of those fust orphans are serving as

ministers, doctois and nurses while many others are

engaged in various avenues of service to their countrymen,

in Korea we are privileged to give Christian aid to thousands

of sick and deprived people and to care for more

than 1 5,000 needy children. World Vision's work also

includes aid and assistance to thousands of men.

women and children in 34 other countries.

The staff at our Korea head-

uuarters in Seoul would be happy

to make you welcome there and to

further explain the woi k which is

outlined in this booklet. Thank you

for your interest.

Dr. W. Stanley Mooneyham
Pi esident. World Vision International

World Vision of Korea ^
\A/esr G<ne Po&l Office. Box 44. Seoul. Korea
Phone 62 0272

World Vision International Headquarters

d!9 West Huntinyron Drive. Monrovia. California. U S.A.

1213] 357 nn
Additional offices in Australia. Canada. Hong Kong. India.

Indonesia. Japan. Laos. New Zealand, and Vietnam.
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REPORT

of

THE EVALUATION and POLICY CONSULTATION

on CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

(Theme)

Human Liberation and

the Task of Christian Education

by

Korea Council of Christian Education



Preface

In celebration of the 5^'th anniversary of its founding, the
Korea Council of Christian Education, conducted a special *'Eval-

nation and Policy Consultation on Christian Education” at Suwon
Academy, August 28-30, 1972, A total of forty-four participants,
representing the four member denominations of K.C,C.E, (Presby-
terian, Presbyterian H.O.K. , Methodist and Holiness) included
pastors, school chaplains and laymen. Five were students and six
were women. Meeting under the theme "Human Liberation and The
'Task of Christian Education,” the consultation dealt with an
evaluation of the past 85 year history of Christian Education
in Korea, the present problems and future orientation and policy.

The consultation focused on three major areas of concern:
Church School Education, Christian Schools and The Christian
Family. Introductory papers were presented in each area as
follows:

Research on Church School Education: Dr. Tong Whan (Steven)
Moon, Hankuk Theological Seminary,

Research on Christian Schools: Rev. Pong Koon Lee, Principal,
Kwang Sung High School.

Research on Family Life: Professor Sang Keum Lee, Ewha
Women's University.

Presentations were followed by long periods of soul-searching
discussion. The atmosphere of the consultation was such that
many members likened it to a revival meeting In terms of the
sincerity and self-searching it produced and the spiritual re-
newal which resulted,

A rather lengthy report in Korean has been prepared and
distributed throughout the country. It occurred to me that non-
Koreans might benefit from an English language condensation of
some of the significant findings, I would like to express my
deep appreciation to Gene Matthews, Methodist Missionary in 1

Korea, for his assistance in translating the original reports and
condensing them into this English version. The original relies
on reports from each of the discussion groups and an excellent
sununarlzation and interpretation by Dr. Steven Moon, Hanguk
Theological Seminary, It also contains the manuscripts of the
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papers given at the consultation and reports from each of the

four denominations outlining their educatioral policies

describing their programs. Copies may be obtained through the

K.C.C.E. office.

As a follow-up to the consultation, K.C.C.E. will 3°^
National Council of Churches in Korea and the tost

Conference in sponsoring another consultation

focusing primarily on the problems of general education in Korea.

rv L 4 nOO

Hyo-Sup Choi,

General Secretary

K.C.C.E.
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report

of

The Evaluation and Policy Consultation

on Christian Education

in Korea

I Problems of Church School Education

Church School Education in Korea has a past of positive

achievement. Considering especially the period prior to Korea's

liberation from Japan, such education served effectively to keep

alive a spirit of liberation in. the hearts of the Korean people

through its stress on patriotism in the face of Japanese oppres-

sion. It was during this difficult period that the vitally needed

western culture and civilization along with its concepts of .free-

dom and democracy were Introduced primarily by the church. West-

ern hospitals and medical care, schools and social welfare insti-

tutions, all of which are agencies of hove , were products of the

early church and mission effort. The church, in spite of a

basically conservative theology, was, nevertheless a working church,

actively seeking to minister too and serve society. It offered

to Korean society a new concept of equality.

Simultaneously, it was the church, more than any other

institution, which preserved the Korean language (Hangul) and

culture against ruthless attempts by the Japanese to eliminate

them.

On the other hand, the Christian church in Korea, especially

in the period following the Independence from Japan, has tended
to produce a narrow-minded, blindly obedient church membership,
characterized by prejudice and a dualistlc concept of the world.
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Thie came atout as the church Increasingly came to view the world

as -evil" contrasted to a "good church." The world became some-

thing from which to escape while the church became a safe haven.

The result has been a remarkable emphasis upon the church as

"my church," and, on a larger scale, "my denomination."

A major reason for this duallstlc concept Is the fact mt
there really Is ample evidence for describing the world as bad.

forea, especially In the period following Independence, has become

a materUllstlc society marked by ruthless competition ai^

emphasis on IndlvlduaUsm to the exclusion of any concept ot^\c
altruism Corruption and abuse of economic and political power

abound.
" Heavy foreign Investments produced an abundant supply

of capital which In turn produced economic peed

Those who controlled the economy quickly gained political control

as well, resulting finally In an ever more deeply

political power structure which closely resembles a dictatorship.

At the same time, the self-righteous attitude of the older

generation and the traditional oppression of women, have also

Sen key factors In the corruption of power. These many prcpures

SS SL^tely resulted In a populace which lacte t^ wUl to

resist or fight back against oppression and which ptaowledges

Itself to be more or less helpless against overwh^mlng odds.

The church echoes this attitude and thus chooses to withdraw

from the evil world.

This attitude is complemented by a second major fac^r, name-

ly the theology which has developed In the church aM which has

long pUced specUl stress on the future kingdom pd a pnulne

de^ to escape this world. The world seems to be »

such despair that the church abandons hope of accomplishing

anything in it, and instead, establishes the

"sa^d life" lived in the church. ^Individual Christian ^us

find themselves leading two lives because top to essentUUy

what the church has taught them to do. Hltoln toe world, y

live a life of ruthless competition. Individual p^rcemep and

corruption, while In the church, they live a good life which

promises heavenly reward.

To maintain this image, the church has become authoriUrlan.
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By adding to the traditional concepts of authority In Korean

society f
Its own based on Godf the bible* church tradition

and the clergy, the church permits only subservience to Its

individual members, Christians thus find themselves blindly

obedient to two ruthlessly oppressive forces — the world and

the church — and are provided no room for creativeness in

their lives.

A crucial period in this development seems to be Korea's

independence from Japan. Under Japanese rule, the church was

offered a clear target against which to direct its efforts.

Independence, on the other hand, gave Korea its land, its gov-

ernment and its authority, but so obscurred any subsequent

problems, that Christian Education was unable to use this

opportunity to help us discover who we really are. The Christ-

ian church, following independence, became an idealess church.

Furthermore, methods and concepts from the west which had
been useful in the beginning, were found to be superficial
when applied to the vaguely defined problems of the new period,
Korea desperately needed a relevant concept of human liberation
suitable to its actual hew status as an independent nation.
The superficial ideals of the west l^sed on capitalistic-mater-
ialism and individualism, only contributed to the problems and
left the church no longer able to minister to society.

Instead, the concept of "mission” within the local church
became one of gaining new members and building up the physical
structure of the church. On a larger scale, the concept was
seen to include denominational pride and competition. The
church in effect has become a "dehumanization center" marked
by total lack of freedom, complete dependence and neutrality
on major issues. It has produced Christians who have no
creativity. Its educational programs have taught prejudice,
conceit and devotion to "my church," The true Christian is
seen as one who loves his own local church above all else,

can be done ? Given this reality, the church in Korea
is now faced with the enormous task of first ridding itself of
a psychology of despair. The church's own attitude toward itself
must take an entirely new direction. But how can such a change
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take place?

A key word seems to be dialogue t but dialogue with a rather
all-inclusive meaning. Dialogue must take place not only among
all sorts of dlsparent people within the church (clergy and
laity, young and old, men and women), but also must Involve those
outside the church. It must be dialogue which aims at clearly
defining the evil we must face In the world today and how we can
relate to the worl In mission once more. The dialogue needs to

produce a self-consciousness on the part of the chxarch.

Speeches by pastors and leaders will not suffice to bring
about this kind of change. The positions of authority which

the leaders of the church (pastors, teachers, elders, etc.) have

used to control church members, are so much a part of the problem

that they must give way to something completely new. They must

no longer propagate their own ideas as ultimate truth to be

accepted unquestionlngly, but must involve themselves directly
on the same level as the church members and engage in fruitful

dialogue.

Because of the alieness of such a concept in Korean society,

development of dialogue will be extremely difficult and will thus

require sacrifice and perhaps humility on the part of those who
seek to instigate it. It is seen as vital and necessary, however,

if there is to be meaningful renewal both within the church and
within society; renewal which speaks to the question: "What is

the church in the context of the mission of God?"

It was, therefore, recommended that the Korea Council of
Christian Education (K.C.C.E,) pursue a three stage piMgram in

its future planning. Stage one’envisions long-range planning
aimed at providing training for the highest ranking leaders in

the church in developing a Christian concept of human liberation .

The traditional training conferences' sponsored by K.C.C.E, for
the purpose of training church school teachers, should be greatly
enlarged in scope to include more people and reoriented toward

the development of a theology of human liberation.

Stage two suggests the establishment of a permanent com-

mittee on human liberation within K.C.C.E, This committee will
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engage in extensive research to determine: a). "What is the real
image of man in Korea?" b), "What is the real enemy of the

church in Korea today toward which its energies and resources
should be directed in battle?” c). "What is the effective
strategy for human liberation?" The committee would also study
ways in which to Implement the Christian dialogue mentioned
above. Perhaps it will be necessary to provide training for
dialogue "Instigators” (not leaders) who will serve as well-
trained but incognito members of such groups.

Finally, stage three would involve establishment of exper-
imental pilot projects or workshops based on the research men-
tioned above. These may be set up on a geographical basis.
Permanent Educational Institutes for Human Liberation in key
areas might function as change-bringing agents in society.

If. Problems of Christian School Education

When we look at Christian Schools in Korea, we again ack-
nowledge that they have contributed richly to Korea's recent
history. Modernization democratization, education of leaders.
Introduction of new knowledge and, especially, the creation and
preservation of a national self-conclousness during Japanese rule
were all Indispensable products of Christian schools. The schools
also functioned as effective tools for evangelism as well as
bringing to the country education and liberation of women and ‘re-
spect for children. The concept of education as a process
related to the whole man was one limited to the .Christian schools
during Japanese rule.

The schools were not, unfortunately, without their negative
Influences. Through their indiscriminate acceptance of all that
1* modern and western, they played a large part in creating a
capitalistic society in which people have become mere servants
to the system. Like the court servants of old, students today
are little more than hand-maids to the capitalists who rule
society. Ruthless competition, bred by economic greed has
resulted inevitably perhaps in the "student hell” of entrance
exams In 'which the entirety of a student's life is geared at
passing the entrance exam into the next higher level of school
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under the nearly unbearable psychological pressures of parents,
family and teachers who want him to succeed at any price. This
combination of competition and servitude fostered by tl:ie schools
has resulted further in a highly-classed society tased largely
on educational achievement.

While the schools served as bulwarks of opposition to Jap-
anese rule, even this was not without its harmful aspects. The
opposition was so negative in nature that a negative sense of
values eventually developed concerned only with condemning and
opposing the world, A whole psychology of "the oppressed society"
developed, in which protestation took selfish and Individual
forms.

Religious emphasis in the Christian schools, meanwhile,
echoed that in the church of self-centered, personal salvation
and its accompanying passive attitude toward the world. The
escapism of the church, when transferred to the schools, re-
sulted in a lower intellectual atmosphere because the world was
felt to be not really worth learning about.

Turning from history to contemporary Christian schools, we
find that schools in general, rather than helping to solve the
problems of society, have themselves become serious problems.
They have been instrumental in creating a rigidly classed and
highly prejudiced society. Advancement up the educational
ladder is motivated strictly by the selfish egoism of the in-
dividual, The net product of the educational system is not
the creative and altruistic instigators of change which society
needs, but only selfish individuals seeking personal gain.

While the above criticism Is true of all schools, Christian
schools are blatant non-exceptions, .Furthermore, certain prob-
lems are unique to Christian schools, Christian schools, for
example, have always been beset by financial woes. Non-Christ-
ian schools thrive financially through receipt of exhorbltant
bribes and extra fees for students who are allowed in the back
door under the carefully averted gaze of government officials
charged with Imposing registration quotas. This, in turn, in-
volves including the government officials for a cut of the
bribe. When Christian schools find that they too must resort
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to such action in order to compete effectively with other

schools, it is difficult to teach such

freedom, dignity and honesty without being grossly hypocritical.

Christian schools also tend to exhibit a decided cultural

lag marked by a seeming contentment to follow the morals and

ideals of society. At present, there seems to be no real inte

est In overcoming this lag.

Given this long negative list to which other items might

easily he added, a most crucial question is, "Why do we need

Christian schools?” An immediate answer is quite clearly we

don't" if this is all they are. The old concept of the schools

as primarily evangelistic centers is no longer valid bemuse

what is needed is not revival-education hut "educational edu-

cation," concerned with the whole nian. From the very beginning,

Christian schools have mistakenly pursued a duallstic concept or

education in which secular and religious education were kept

separate. This Is obviously not a valid approach.

It has been pointed out, in this context, that principals of

Christian schools are attempting the impossible task of combining

Christian education (as broadly defined to include the whole man;,

with "entrance exam" education. This is an obvious contradiction

of terms, because Christian education is concerned with liberation

while entrance exam education Is concerned with enslavement. Kid-

dle and high schools are likely to be judged publicly according

to the number of their graduates who apply for and successfully

pass admission to a higher school, Christian schools, which

generally boast a lower than average intellectual level, are

likely to select the top in each class and devote all resources

to assuring that this 20% achieve admission to the next level of

school. This is done for the good name of the school, but says

nothing about the good name of the other 80^ who are ignored.

Although this is a problem with all schools, it should be

inexcusable in Christian schools. The most elementary under-

standing of the Christian gospel ought to enable them to sacri-

fice their pride in order to attempt educating the total man.

If the school is to be a truly Christian school, it must manage

to bear this cross.

<1
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The justification of Christian schools is further complicated
by the fact that middle schools no longer have any say about who
will attend them. Students inslgned by lot, Christians

» for ex-
ample, may go to Buddhist schools and vice versa. Ibis is a mat-
ter which calls for a new educational approach and cooperation
among various religions.

Quite properly, schools should be supported by their boards
with school fees representing only a part of the total financial
picture. In fact, nearly all schools rely solely on student fees
as their only means of support. This, in turn, leads to the
unique situation in which schools accept students over and be-
yond the government established quotas, in order to increase
their income. The government is aware of this violation of law,
but chooses to remain quiet about it because it enables the
government to rigidly control the school system. Any attempts
on the part of schools to resist government imposed curriculums
or educational edicts, bring government threat of prosecution
for violating the quota system. The schools are thus helpless
in any attempts to experiment In relevant education or do any-
thing other than support the political party which controls the
government.

Similarly, all Christian schools maintain chaplains who are
also charged with teaching required bible classes. This too is
illegal, because law requires all teachers in middle and high
schools to have government issued teaching certificates. Be-
cause the government has not established a bible or religious
teaching certificate, there is no way chaplains can obtain this
legally required but unavailable document. Enforcement of the
law, however, takes the same form as enforcement of the quota
system mentioned above. The law is used in this case to rigid-
ly control the chaplains and force them to comply with govern-
ment requests.

Realizing that many of these problems are not limited to
Christian schools and that, therefore, any ultimate solutions
must come from outside the church, the church is urged to turn
its unified resources to cooperation with other religious and
educational bodies. Meanwhile, the following guidelines are
offered for fuirther. study;



School policy-makers (l.e. principals and board membew)

r“S'-U5's= :rLin;r.:i
rated to the bible hour and the chapel program,

^ c) Since this concept cannot rely on chaplains

the to^l staff of the school from gate guards to princl^ls,

^st ^glv^ training. These people, along with student l^ders.

Hill be understood to be of more Importance than the chaplains.

tin SneSl subjects must be taught in the context of humn

liberatlon^e
attempt to effect the policies of

general’ schools toward human liberation throu^
^

*
e) Physically, economically and mentally handlcap^d

students must somehow be provided for in

For example, rather than echoing society by competing ^^less

ly in sports, music, etc., as the Christian schools currently

do. the^"light better devote their efforts to educating these

handicapped people. A ChristUn schools research

provide newsletters and materials which would greatly help the

schools
become Interested in Christianity throu^ the

schools 'but channels of communication between schools and churches

are poorly maintained at best. Steps to improve these channels

are urgently needed.

Finally, in contrast to the gloomy conclusion that Christ-

Un schools are no longer needed if they are simply ^or nwdels

of non-ChristUn schools, the group concluded excitedly ^t If

such schools could only once again begin to operate on the real

frontiers of ChrlstUnity and society as they did in the past,

they Hould be not only valuable, but Indispensable to Korea s

future. But only if they begin once more to lead instead of

follow.

m. Problems of Family Education

The Korean family, based as it is on ConfucUn tradition, is
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extremely authoritarian. Power In the family belongs to the
parents and Is wielded by them firmly. This Is causing serious
problems as younger people are beginning to at least hint of
rebellion, A generation gap Is growing up around an older
generation which sees no values In the Ideals of the youngi and
a younger generation which increasingly resents the privileges
of the old.

The authoritarian attitude of men toward women also com-
plicates the family picture. Although Christianity has done
much to liberate Korean womenj the man still rules supreme
even in the Christian family. Part of this stems from the
man's traditional attitude toward women^ but at least part of
it occurs because of the woman's over reliance on the man^
stemming in .part, perhaps, from her own relation to her parents
as a child, Christian education which emphasizes liberation in
all aspects of family life is needed.

PUced with all the frustrations which Korean society pro-
vides the individual, parents tend to seek their own fulfillment
through their children. Excessive demands are made on the
children and expectations are unrealistically high, F^ced with
these kinds of pressures, Korean children are proof the biblical
assertion that the sins of the parents are visited on the child-
ren. Hejre again, the need for education is obvious,

A second characteristic of the family, along with authori-
tarianism, is conformity. Within the family, each role is clear-
ly defined according to a stereotype which leaves no room for
individual development. This tends to thwart normal development.
It was pointed out, however, that this is not without its bene-
fits in terms of easy training and discipline. The ideal is
certainly not the overly free atmosphere of the modern western
family with its subsequent breakdown of morals, but perhaps a
blend of the best elements of both,

'

A third emphasis in the family is materialism. Just as in
society, money has become a god. The above mentioned expecta-
tions of the parents are geared almost entirely to potential
wealth, with little honest concern for character and moral de-
velopment, In fact, since money is best earned in Korea, through
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corruption and dishonesty, these might well te

Ideals within the home which emphasizes material betterment

anv cost There Is little to differentiate between Christian

aJ non-QirlstUn families unfortunately. Obviously, eduction

wMcrplSes materUl possessions in their proper perspective

is desperately needed*

Conclusion

Christian education prior to national Independence, was

UrgeS concerned with liberation. Fo^^f
has (intentionally or not) been concerned with servitude to

Ing Japanese rule, with a clearly defined target

Itf resources, it developed a self-consciousness which se^ed to

resist Japanese oppression. It provided ho^ for the

Democracy and liberation were clear cut goals, in the battle for

which the church was in the front lines.

Fbllowing actual liberation, the "oppressed” mood 41=^^

reared and the "enemy" was thought to no longer exist.
.

With no

specific target, the church lapsed easily into a far more serious

mood of selfish individualism of which it was largely unaware.

Capitalistic materialism and dictatorship posing as dero-

cracy, were not seen as the oppressors they really were, pri-

marily because they came from the west. America, as

"saviour" in the war, became her "elder brother
ic,.,

respect was tendered as Confucian tradition demanded. An^hing

from America was blindly accepted as good and desirea^le for

America was, after all, the richest nation on the earth as well

as being the revered elder brother. The real relevance of cap-

Itallsm and western culture to Korea was never questioned.

Furthermore, following the Korean war, dictatorship was more

or less passively accepted because of a felt need to present a

"single-mind” in opposition to communism. A^in, reason gave

way to blind obediance.

The church, meanwhile, came to regard the world as evil

and unimportant. Prior to independence, the church had been
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acutely conscious of its responsibility to society. FblloHing
independence, it turned inward upon itself and became concerned
only with Increasing its own membership through evangelism which
stressed escape from the evils of the world. Church members,
convinced of the impossibility of living a Christian life in
the world, carefully separated their secular and religious lives.

In this context, Christian education which restricts Itself
to life in the church, is meaningless. Now is a crucial time of
decision making in the Korean church. If Christian education is
to be relevant to Korea's present and future needs, it must ad-
dress itself to such questions as; *'who is our real enemy today,'*
and, what is the real mission of the church?”

Clearly these answers will not be found merely by attending
church and keeping the pews warm. Is this really what salvation
and evangelism are all about? Bad Ideology as well as bad struc-
ture must both be recognized as the enemy. Thus both communism
and capitalism must be rejected as suitable to Korea's needs.
But if they are simply rejected, other evils will enter to take
their places. The church must, through its Christian education,
replace both with an accurate understanding, of Christian ideoloarv
which is for the people.

- 15 -







“Set free the Oppressed”

(LK 4 : 18)
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PresMeiA Park iHakes

Perseverance Pay
PRESIDENT Park Chung Hee of the
^ Republic of Korea holds the nearly

unique distinction among major con-

temporary Asian leaders of being a

man of the people who has not for-

gotten his modest beginnings.

Bom in 1917, the last son of an

average farming family in the sou di-

central agricultural “rice basket” of

the nation, young Park became briefly

a school teacher and then an army

officer, one of the few promising

careers open to an able, ambitious

young man in the difficult days during

and just after Japan’s colonialist domi-

nation, which ended in 1945.

Park served with distinction in the

Korean War, rising to the rank of

Major General during the years follow-

ing die 1953 armistice.

As a reluctant revolutionary, he led

a peaceful Army coup in 1961, and

headed a military government dedi-

cated to ridding the country of the

stagnation and corruption rampant

during past regimes, which had vitiated

all efforts toward progress and moderni-

zation.

pUT though he rose to power through

--- military force, Gen. Park did not

continue his rule as an army oligarch.

After only a litde more than two

years of junta control, a new consti-

tution was proposed and adopted by

national referendum, whereupon Park

resigned from the army to run for the

office of president as a civilian. (He

was narrowly elected in 1963, did

better in his successful bid for a second

term in 1967, and faces a stiffcampaign

for re-election this year, the last term

he can seek under the present consti-

tution.)

President Park is a modest, straight-

forwai d, hard-working administrator

who inspires people through his dedi-

cated determination to achieve vital

national goals, rather than by any

personal charisma or glamour.

He has sought, and heeded, the best

expert advice on how to expedite eco-

nomic development through industriali-

zation and exports, ways to bolster

mOitary preparedness against the con-

tinuing threat from Communist north

Korea, and means to build up political

stability, linked to the growth of

democratic representative government.

But though industrialization lias, of

necessity, formed the first priority in

the two successive Five-Year Economic

Plans, now successfully drawing to a

close, the President’s own rural back-

ground has served to prevent any

tendency to ignore the crucial need for

agricultural expansion and moderni-

zation.

Park realizes keenly that a majority

of his fellow citizerw are still farmers.
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and that, in the words of the old

Korean proverb, “Farmers are tiie

foundation of the fatherland.”

PRESIDENT Park has enunciated a

thoughtfully conceived national and

political philosophy, worked out in

several books, articles, speeches and

position papers.

He has forthriglitly stated; “Our

goals are quite clear. They are to

establish a politically independent

sovereign state; to build a prosperous

society in which all are guaranteed

a decent economic life; to enable all

to live with pride, wisdom, and love

through the furtlier promotion of

national culture; and to bring freedom

to the enslaved people in the lost half

of our land by reunifying the divided

country.”

“Modernizing the nation is the only

possible shortcut to unification,” he

has said, “and is the most valid means

of filling the power vacuum. It is no

exaggeration to say that the successful

modernization of Korea serves as a

compass indicating tlie direction of

peace and security in Asia.”

“Our progress must be spread evenly

throughout society, if we are to attain

a happy, prosperous commonwealth,”

he observes.

Sounding a new note of national

pride and independence, the President

has declared: “The creativity and

wisdom inherent in the Korean people

are affecting all walks of our con-

temporary life. No longer do the

people regard our tradition-rich herit-

age as something obstinate, pre-modem,

and unscientific. They have begun to

realize that it can create as well as

conserve. In the next few years, our

work to effectuate a spiritual revolution

will be steadily carried out. We shall

renew in this land the high renaissance

of our forefathers.

“Those who emerge as victors never

give up halfway.”

PERSONALLY, President Park is a

down-to-earth individual of ordi-

nary tastes and temperament. A strong

family man and sportsman, he spends

as much time as possible with his three

children and his wife, a beautiful and

charming First Lady who exemplifies

those social graces which the president

tends to ignore.

But his time, for the past decade,

has been almost entirely at the service

of his nation; and though he has

reached and retained the highest office

his countrymen can ofter him, and

has used it to initiate achievements

previously undreamt of in Korea, he

has remained at heart that archetype

of the American political image; a

farm boy who made good, without

getting spoiled in the process.

WORKING
AT THE PRESIDENCY

Above:
Front top to bottom— I^esident Park re-

gularly spends many hours a day at his desk,

engaged in paper work necessary for him to

keep an eye personally on all the diverse

concerns of government.
The President, center, attends a public mass
ceremony at Seoul Stadium, accompanied
by members of his staff {left)

President Park addressesan outdoor election

rally during a political campaign, (right)

Inspecting a new factory, the President

foins the ranks of hardhats.

Left:

Top, left— In his study at the executive

mansion. President Park ChungHee examines

a world globe along with his family— the

First Lady, his two daughters, and his son.

Top, right— The President and other high

government officials wade barefoot in a

flooded rice paddy to transplant the first

rice seedlings of the year, a symbolic cere-

mony held annually.

Bottom— Presidents Park and Nixon at their

1969 San Francisco meeting, with the two
First Ladies in a ttendance.



AdvertisementBundy’s Appraisal

KoreafS Hoonfline Surge’ of

Progress, Prosperity
ERTAiNLY by now the Korean

^ economic miracle has established

itself as comparable in pace to the

earlier Japanese one. . . . Again and
again, the Koreans have confounded

the most sanguine experts. . . . There

seems every reason to expect that the

Korean economic miracle will go ri^ht

on. In the last analysis It rests on solid

national factors. Koreans have high

energy habits, 'achievement orient

ation.' a passion for educatioff and
that special cohesion and sense ofpast
historic greatness that have more and

more seemed to me crucial fora nation

tntly finding itself.*'

Tiiis statement was not made by a

Korean government spokesman; not

by a special pleader or propagandist;

not by a visiting dignitary or diplomat

who must speak kindly of his hosts—
it is part of a column in Newsweek for

January 11, 1971, by William P. Bundy»

former Johnson administration official*

a shrewd, canny observer of the inter-

nation^ scene with wide experience

and no present axes to grind politically.

As siich, it represeftts merely the

most recent and widely disseminated

verdict oft a surprising, biit heart««inf

phenomeii^ that has become apparent

to more Sd 'more students of the

Asian scene 'over the past few years.

SUMMED and boiled down,

Bundy's descfiption of this “noon-

time surge” might be epitomized thus:

the Korean economic boon, referred to

as "the miracle on the Han” by some, is

no miracle, but a logically p^dictable

outcome of realistic planning^^. hard

work, and constructive channelling

of national assets, including the in-

tangible ones like motivation, morale,

and patriotic pride.

The most dramatic aspect of Korea's

resurgence in the 1960’s from a decade

of war and ensuing apathy in the face

of seemingly insoluble problems can

again be best expressed in the words of

Mr. Bundy; "When a wholly sympa-

thetic World Bank refused five years

ago tofinance a superhighway between

Seoul and the southern port ofPusan,

the Koreans did it from their own
resources^and the road bids fair to

open up the country .much as nine’

teenth-century railroads did for Ameri-

ca and Canada. Fertilizer, oil and

petrochemicalproduction have all been

expanded much faster than outsiders

advised—and have turned out to be

below demand. Now Japanese and

German interests are supporting a

major steel-mill project which the

.Americans had regarded as premature

at best. ”

Mr. Bundy has indeed put his finger,

in'tliis paragraph, on the crux of the

Korean renaissance: a renewed sense

of independence, self-confidence, and

perseverance.

Tliese intangible factors, plus the

dedicated planning,and work earlier

mentioned, have been the source of

very real achievements: the growth of

exports twentyfold since 1962. reach-

ing a peak of SI billion in 1970, with

. ^liversified marketing and emphasis on

high-profit manufactured goods; the

expansion of growtli rates in 1969 to

nearly 16 per cent, in real lenn^

and the rapid accumulation of tlie

needed prerequisites to a modem
industrial society-;r^adequate electric

power and transportation, import sub-

stitute industries to prevent drain of

foreign exchange reserves, and a com-

plex network of infrastructure pro-

ducts and consunter goods.

'TH£*'new,Jook” in Korea is also re-

* sponsible for the achievement of

near-self sufficiency in food supply --

set to bb attained under the Tliijd'

Five-Year Plan in tlie 1970’s—ahd^he

end of grant-type foreign aid, which

has been replaced by long-term loans

and investment directed toward in-

creased productivity.

It is the cause for the proud self-

reliance with which Korea sent troops

to assist the allies in Vietnam, as a

repayment in part for the sacrifices of

the 16 Korean War UN allies who help-

ed save Korea from Red aggression in

1950. And it is the reason that, even

with planned U.S. troop withdrawals

from Korea, the country can now safely

depend upon lier own armed forces for

national defense, aided by U.S. heavy

equipment and air cover in case of

invasion.

If, in 1965, Walt W. Rostow could

characterize Korea's situation as being

"at tlie takeoff point.” by now it is

certainly soaring!

William Bundy's N^sweek piece is

perceptive in crediting, much of tlie

recent progress to s^ong Korean

Government under President Park

OtungHee (which) has played a crucial

role." Bundy even makes the com-

parison of Pres. Park with U.S.

President Franklin D. RooSevelt, “//

one considers, how each pf oiese two

men restored Jiis counnymems confi-

dence in themselves.

"

Tlie comparison may be valid in

considering the historic role of the two

leaders in tlreir re^ecrivel nations.

But so far as personality and back-

ground are concerned, fne could

* directly

ropposSte of one anbf

Pres. Park was no laiyed, moneyed

aristocrat-- Korea had plenty of that

kind of leadership, bt^i in the distant

past and r^ently, leading to nothing

but factionalism, jporruption, and in-

,competent gov^nient by cronies.

' Again unMre FDR, Park is no

spellbinder^/Ko dazzling speaker, no

urbane^ano polished diplomatist. He

is biprfu brusque, and— in public at

least solemn. But the majority of

"^Koreans respect his honesty and blunt-

ness; they admire his realism and the

idealism tliat fuels it.

IN the words of Mr. Bundy once more:
* "At 53. Pres. Park remains in the

prime of life and surrounded by a

remarkable group of men of the same

age or younger . . . Park ’s regime has

been on many occasions responsive,

and has shown few. signs of the

progressive isolation which afflicted

the regime of Syngman Rhee and of

many other notable Asian leaders.

If the Park administration can keep to

these standards for the next six months,

and not (as American young people

put it) get 'up tight.’ it may win the

election by a smaller margin, but it

could launch south Korea into a new

decade with much greater hope and

a truly solid base for continued

progress.
”

In other words, the greatest legacy

that Pres. Park could leave his people

would be the ability eventually to do

without him. a situation tliat must

come some day in any case. And of

all his accomplislrments, tangible and

intangible, what could serve as a better

demonstration of Korean inde-

pendeuce, selfconfidence, and individu-

alism?

Anotlier leading journalist,

columnist Jack Anderson, offered

corroboration of the Bundy view

in a syndicated article released

Feb. 14.

Referring to an-rrn-the-spol

Teporting tour of Korea. Ander-

son stated: “President Park has

brouglU unprecedented prosperi-

ty to the south Korean people . .

.

and Park, by every democratic

indication, is clearly the people's

choice. . . . Park feels the most

critical period for his country is

1970-1975. especially 1971 and

1972. He believes nortli Korea

doesn’t have the resources to

continue its hostility beyond

1975.

"‘The cheapest, safest and

most effective way to stop them,'

he told me last summer, is ‘to

reach the economic goal of self-

reliance.'”

Inrentational visitors: Pres. Diori Hamirti of Niger receives the Grand Order ofMugnngwha during his 1 96 9 visit to Seoul. Pres Park and V.S. President .Mxon rel^se a toint

their summit meeting at San Francisco in / 969 , b'mperor Haile Selassie 1 of Ethiopia meets the Korean president during his state visit of 196S Delegates to the Intemanonal P y

conference in July J970listen to Pres. Park's welcoming address.

t^nng
enters'
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Girls tend spinning equipment at an up-to-date textile plant.

This industry is one of Korea's principal export achievers.

Economy Soars Past

lOKeollsiago
KOREA’S economy had a long way

to go before coming in si^t of

the goal of self-sufficiency that is being

seriously projected today. After the

hostilities of the Korean War ceased

in 1953, there was next to nothing left

of even the modest industrial base,

expanded with American aid before

1950.

Worse yet, a divided Korea appeared

to possess little potential for industrial

growth. Nearly all the sources of

electric power were in the Communist-

occupied north. Cement and chemical

fertilizer, the prime materials for con-

struction and agriculture, had to be

imported. Transportation and com-

munication were either wrecked or

rudimentary.

A LL this changed with dramatic sud-^ denness after the establishment of

the Third Republic in 1963. Sweeping

innovations instituted under the mili-

tar>' junta during the preceding two

and a half years bore rapid fruit.

Enlightened government policy, in the

form’ of two successive and amazingly

successful Five Year Development

Plans, brought an average annual growth

rate of around 10 per cent during

the decade.

Soon Korea began producing enough

cement, fertilizer, and locally refined

oU products to meet all domestic

needs and provide a surplus for export

as well. For the first time since Liber-

ation, electricity was sufficient for all

needs, public and industrial. Railroads

and airlines were modernized, com-

munications upgraded, and export

markets vastly expanded.

pROUDEST and most practical

* symbol of tite “new look" in Korea

is the Seoul-Pusan Superhighway, a

265-mile six-lane expressway linking

the nation’s capital with its principal

port. This project was carried out en-

tirely with Korean financing and engi-

neering.

"^HE capital city itself, Seoul, center

^ and hub of the nation’s renaissance,

has a new look that astonishes those

who remember only a war-ravaged

rubble heap. The city has nearly

doubled in population, passing the five

million mark, in the past dozen years.

Girdled by its ancient mountain ram-

parts, Seoul now has a skyline of high-

rise buildings to match, which have

mushroomed in the last few years.

The city has traffic problems, but

steps are being taken effectively to

alleviate these. There are now two

vehicle tunnels bisecting central Nam-
san Mountain, and a subway system is

being rushed to completion to ease

public transit congestion.

Since agriculture still occupies more

than half the total Korean population,

no real or lasting progress is possible

in the economy without taking farm

modernization into account.

Admittedly, the first two economic

development programs concentrated on

industry, infrastructure, and exports,

in order to prime the pump and

provide quick capital buildup. Agri-

culture was temporarUy given second

priority in tlie allocation of resources.

A LL tliis is being changed in the third

plan, which goes into effect next

year. This calls for balanced growth

between the twin pillars of the econo-

my, farming and manufacturing. Actu-

ally, industrialization will begin to

“cool off’ in terms of speed of ex-

pansion compared with the total eco-

An au tomotive assembly plant of the Shinjin

group, a joint venture with Japanese interests.

A heavy industrial plant built by a riverside

typifies the growth of Korean industry

nomic picture, though fast growth of

industry in real terms will continue.

The basic goals of agriculture

comprise self-sufficiency in food grains

by 1976, increase of meal and dairy

product production, and expansion of

fish catch. If these goals are achieved,

it will of course mean an automatic

advance in farm income, especially if

family planiung programs succeed as

expected in lowering population ex-

pansion to 2 per cent per annum.

Methods to reach these goals include

utilization of mechanized farm tools,

hybrid and other improved seeds, better

breed stock, and education in modem
methods of farming.

One of the most important aspects

of the latter is encouragement of the

raising of casli crops for industrial or

export use, such as oil-yielding beans

and fruits for canning, and moderni-

zation of fishing boats and equipment.

In a number of areas, ambitious

government programs can make as

impressive an impact on agriculture as

they have on manufacturing. One of

the obvious approaches is the - con-

struction of food processing plants in

rural areas near sources of supply.

Also, the yield of rice can be sub-

stantially increased under the program

for combining small, excessively sub-

divided paddy fields into larger tracts,

irrigated from a central source.

THESE and other benefits of govern-

ment assistance may be visualized

most clearly in the ambitious plan for

integrated development of four specific

river basin areas, among the most

important aspects of future planning.

This project, set to continue for

1 1
years, contemplates the long-range

development of the four main river

systems of south Korea— the Naktong.

Yongsan, Han and Kum— at a total

cost of $1,011 million and nearly

$60 million in foreign funds.

Storage tanks loom in the foreground of this

panoramic dtot showing petrochemical pro-

duction at the industrial complex of Ulsan.

Oceatt-going ships are built at yards in the

southern port city of Pusan. This vessel is

being newly outfitted at a pier.

Innovations in agriculture include dte en-

couragement of a dairy catde ituiustry.

The program includes major flood

control projects, 12 multi-purpose

dams, new irrigation systems, land

drainage, urban water supply, and

reforestation. Newly cultivable land

to the extent of 8,700 hectares will

be reclaimed, and annual rice harvest

boosted by around 600,000 tons.

The overall water control network

is expected to prevent crop damage

from either drought or flood, vastly

increasing average regional yield, while

the main dams will provide nearly a

million additional kw hours of power.

Ninety-seven rural cities will be

provided piped water, and 14 new

potential industrial districts are calcu-

lated to become feasible with the

improved water supply. Drainage net-

works are due to be set up in 138 areas

covering a total of 20.000 hectares.

The “Greening of Korea." in other

words, will be a literal as well as a

figurative process, bringing immeasur-

able advantages to. a rural populace

still struggling to bridge the gap between

a primitive subsistence economy and

the modernization pace of more ad-

vanced segments of the nation.

And the increased productivity of

agriculture, under enlightened and far-

seeing government planning, cannot

fail to benefit tlte nation as a whole
7



AreYou Getting Your Share of Korea's Booming Exports?

Korea Trade Promotion Corporation
P.O. Box: 1621 International, Seoul, Korea Telex: 2259 Cable: KOTRA SEOUL

Korea Trade Promotion Corporation, commonly known as

KOTRA, serves as the nerve center/command post of

Korea's export development drive, and is willing and

eager to provide its services, cooperate in every way and

to help you purchase quality products at reasonable

prices.

We will also be glad to give full details and assistance to

those interested in the unparalleled industrial opportuni-

ties to be had in Korea.

KOTRA's services are available to all at no cost and are,

without exception, performed in the shortest possible

time with extreme care and accuracy.

KOTRA’S FOREIGN SERVICE NETWORK

KOREA TRADE CENTERS: Montreal (514)-878-3245/6, Vancouver (604)-683-l

New York (212)-594-9464, Chicago (312)-372-2760, San Francisco (415)-391-

2637, Los Angeles {213)-748-5331/4, Dallas (214)748-9341/2, Stockholm

(08)-217177, 113211, Amsterdam (020)-234634, 231376, London (01)-245-

3192/3, Frankfurt 287166, Tokyo (03)-214-6951/3, Osaka (06)-23M026/8,

Hong Kong Hx3497, Saigon 23807, 91805, Bangkok 58857, Singapore (65)-

97267, Djakarta 44834, Sydney (02)-27-3369, Paris 523-28-14, Milan (02)-

876806, Teheran (04)-49052

TRADE OFFICES; Panama 7-6177, Caracas 824924, Lima 45-6485, Vienna

(0222)-521475, Beirut 291092, 344092, Kuwait 28008/9, Tunis 282-410,

245-872, Lagos 24054, Nairobi 28928, Johannesburg 23-8630, Manila 88-4711,

Taipei 714797.

KOTRA Representatives to Korean Embassies and Missions:

Mexico City 20-19-28: Sao Paulo, Brazil 56-6580; Buenos Aires, Argentina

82-6548; Santiago, Chile 32136; Montevideo, Uruguay 982626; Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia 44490; Rabat, Morocco 232-98; Hamburg, West Germany 2161414 Kohn d.

Correspondent Post; Honolulu-C/O Korean Consulate General

In the past 10 years, Korea has enjoyed one of the highest economic growth rates in the world

and as a result of successful implementation of the First and Second Five Year Economic

Development Plans, the GNP almost tripled, increasing from $2.2-billion in 1959 to $6.9-

bilJion in 1970. The impressive development was duelo rapid economic expansion and suc-

in the export rie/d. Industrial production continues to increase. Everywhere new factories

are being built and a steadily rising volume of industrial products are flowing into both

domestic and export markets. Exports have shown an annual average growth rate of 40 per

cent over the past 10 years. In 1970, Korean exports were above $1 -billion. The export pat-

tern has changed to more sophisticated industries and we now are intensifying export of heavy

industrial products to achieve a level of more than $3.6-biUion in exports by 1976, target year

of the Third Economic Plan.
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reconstruclWScions?
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Vividly described by Korea’s

President Park Chung Hee, who
had a guiding hand in making this

modern day miracle happen in

less than 20 years.

What lessons for Vietnam can we learn from

Korea’s astounding economic and political

growth in the last two decades?

Why has Korea’s recovery been called an

^‘economic miracle” by William P. Bundy

(former Assistant Secretary of State for East

Asian and Pacific Affairs), writing in NEWS-
WEEK?

What sparked Korea’s 230% economic

growth during the Sixties?

Why did exports grow from $35 million to

$1 bilUon?

What helped Korea’s gross national product

more than double in the Sixties?

What’s the future of North and South Korean

unification—and what does this imply for

Vietnam?

I Why has Korea been called ‘’the Poland of

Asia”?

How does Korea withstand the onslaught of

Communism?

How' much political democracy does Korea

now enjoy?

What are the roots of Korea’s amazingly rich

culture?

With so much of America’s attention focused on

Vietnam, important lessons can be drawn from the

modern-day miracle of Korean economic and

political recovery over the past two decades. The

stirring story of ancient and today’s Korea is told

by the man who is perhaps closest to it—President

Park Chung Hee. President Park’s richly detailed

account of nearly 5,000 years of Korean cultural,

social and political history reveals the background

of the Korean war of the Fifties, the nation’s

amazing rise from the ashes, its hopes for reuni-

fication with the North. TO BUILD A NATION

rO BUILD A
NATION: History . . .

Waves of Imperialism and
Modernization . . . The Price of

Liberation . . . The Way to Freedom . . .

Groundwork for Self-Sufficiency . . .

Will to Unification .

.

. Future of Peacefid

Coexistence .

.

. and other topics.

acropolis nooks lid.^
2400 17th St. NW, Dept. A Washiogton DC 20009

Rush me copies of TO BUILD A
NATION, at $10 each. I enclose S

I understand I may return the book with-

in 15 days if I am not satisfied.

NAME

ADDRESS__

CITY

B Why is a 5,000-year-old nation now called

“newly emerging”?

is lavishly illustrated with photos of traditional

and modern, bustling Korea.
STATE

ZIP

L J

PUBLISHED BY ACROPOLIS BOOKS LTD.. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20009
YOUR BOOKSTORE OR MAIL COUPON
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Trade Hits the Ngfline

Trade is tlie Hfeblood of any de-

veloping economy, and nowhere

in the lengthening roster of Korea’s

recent achievements is the record more

impressive tlian in tlie field of exports.

As recently as 1961, the nation's

exports amounted to less than $50

million. Of this amount, the lion’s

share was occupied by items of relative-

ly low profit potential—primary pro-

ducts such as unprocessed agricultural

goods and unrefined ores.

By 1970, the total value of exports

zoomed to $1 billion, representing an

average annual increase of 41 percent

during the decade. In addition, the

ratio had changed in favor of secondary

or manufactured articles, with their

higher profit margin based on labor-

industry.

In recent years. ti\e ten major ex-

port items in terms of value have been

plywood, sweaters, other ready-made

garments, cotton fabric. silJc and

patterned silk, electronic good^ wigs,

edible seaweed (laver) and tuna.

^JNTIL 1966. the major portion of

Korea’s exports went to neighbor-

ing Asian countries. However, by that

year. American buyers began to absorb

about half of the total. Strenuous

efforts were also made to diversify,

markets by exploring European and

African possibilities. Trade missions

were sent out. and trade centers

established along with diplomatic

contact.

It has recently been announced that

commercial ties with Red bloc nations

tliat are not actively hostile will be

pennitted for the first time.

To avoid over-dependence on any

single market, Korea has also intensi-

fied the wooing of more Asian custom-

ers. Last year, the nation’s regional

exports increased 12.5 per cent. This

figure is certain to grow with the

setting up of trade promotion centers

in major Asian cities, now under way.

Naturally the closest and most

receptive customer has been booming

Japan. Tliere is still a trade gap there,

since Korea imports heavy industrial

equipment from her nearest neighbor.

But it is planned that the imbalance

will be narrowed rapidly by means of

selling light industrial products to

Japan, of the type which the labor-

sliort Japanese no longer manufacture.

Seafood is another strong contender, to

help feed Japan’s growing population.

ON Jan. 1, 1970, a law was promul-

gated establishing a free export

zone of nearly two million square

meters at the east coast seaport of

Masan. This was intended to attract

foreign investment in export-type

industries to this area.

The advantages offered are many.

Wholly-owned foreign companies, or

joint ventures in which foreign owner-

ship is 50 per cent or more, may apply

for plant sites, or rent existing build-

ings, with the assurance that all raw

materials and semi-finished' goods

brought in to assemble items for export

will be duty-free, and obtainable

promptly through simple procedures.

Various types of property and in-

come taxes, on firms or individuals,

will be reduced or eliminated for

enterprises investing in this zone.

Remittance of profits and dividends

overseas is guaranteed.

There is abundant cheap labor, at

costs half those of Hong Kong and less

than a third those in Japan. Workers

of these industries will be treated in

the same category as employees of

public utilities; that is, government

arbitration will prevent strikes and

unreasonable union demands.

The water and electric supply is

abundant, and harbor facilities include

wharves for 20,000-ton vessels.

Additional features planned include

school, medical, recreational and hous-

ing facilities for foreigners, a training

center and dormitories for workers,

and expressways linking Masan with

other major cities.

Types of industries especially invited

to participate in this venture include

electrical and machine tool equipment,

precision medical and optical devices,

tableware, plastic, rubber and leather

products, furniture, boats, ceramics,

toys, cosmetics, printing, food process-

ing and various textiles (the latter

under certain conditions intended to

protect domestic industry).

Response has been favorable to

date, and applications for facilities

are snowballing.

S
UCH fresh, imaginative approaches

will be necessary in order that Korea

attain crucially important success in

meeting future export goals. The total

envisaged for 1976, temiinal year of

the third five-year plan, is S3.5 billion.

It has been pointed out that a

20-fold increase to $1 billion, such as

Korea recorded in the past decade, is

easier than a four-fold increase based

on SI billion.

However, the enterprise and in-

genuity displayed by Korean manu-

facturers and entrepreneurs during the

past ten years suggests that, with

successful experience already behind

them, they will rise to the challenge

—with continued government en-

couragement and planning—and meet

this expanded goal in stride.

Foreign iiwesiinenl Facts
T UST as the motto “Trade, not Aid”
J may be said to represent Korea’s
goal during the 1960s, so the phrase
investment, not Loans” symbolizes

the aspiration of the 1970s.

Though investment under the new
economic development plan shows
foreign capital occupying only 20 per
cent of the total, the actual sum is

sizeable, overshadowed only because
mobilization of domestic capital has
been projected on a greatly increased
scale.

The total of foreign investment
during the Third Five-year Plan (1972
1976) is set at S2,678 million.

Of this, -the preponderance will

originate in the U.S.A. (see graph).

A MONO the more important develop-^ ment projects under the plan is

the creation of an integrated iron and
steel industry. For diis purpose, the

Korean government has already signed
10

an agreement with an international

consortium consisting of the U.S.,

France. West Germany, Italy, Belgium

and Britain.

The first phase of this ambitious

undertaking is due for completion

this year: a crude steel base mill.

This plant will require $103 million in

foreign capital, plus the equivalent of

about $51 million in local funds. It

will produce 480,(X)0 metric tons of

finished steel annually, at first; this

capacity will be more than doubled

eventually.

The oil refining and petrochemical

industries, including tJiose in pro-

duction and tliose under construction

and expansion, represent joint ventures

between Korean firms and such foreign

giants as Gulf, Standard, and Shell.

Exploration is under way to locate

possible offshore deposits of seabottom

oil, to supplement tlie crude now

brought in from the Near East.

Seoul’s $11,000,000. 21-story

luxury Chosun Hotel, which opened

last March, is another co-operative

venture in the tourist industry, under-

taken by American Airlines and the

Korea Tourist Service.

I
N addition, many assembly plants for

electronic and other components

have been established, taking advantage

of the high skills and educational

level of Korean workers, and tlie re-

latively low prevailing wage rates.

Automotive assembly lines have gone

into production as subsidiaries of

British. Japanese, and Italian motor
companies.

There was even a joint Seoul-

Hollywood movie production last year,

starring Anita Ekberg and due for

international release soon!

Foreign Investment in Korea
Latest Amount Invested by Countries; (Unn SI .000 )

Country Projects Approved Equity Amounts

U.S.A. 96 (5) 128.308 (1,085)

Japan 144 (35) 56,692 (17,671)

Panama 9 13,510

W. Germany 4 2,337

Hong Kong 2 1,740

Netherlands 3 6.293

Others 3 4.684

Total 266 (40) 213.564 (18,7561

Note: The fi^jres in parentheses denote investments by Korean residents in the respective country.
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Shadow from mo Past;

Shadow for the Future
'^EARLY twenty years have passed
^ ^ since the deatli of Josef Stalin,

and in nearly all the Red bloc nations— with the notable exception of
China—there has been a change in

leadership in the direction of moder-
ation or accomodation, the so-called

“peaceful co-existence” movement.
But besides Cliina’s aging Mao, there

remains one other old-line Stalinist

dictator: the premier of the Com-
munist northern zone of Korea, Kim
11-sung.

Kim was from the beginning of his

public career both a protege and a

puppet of Stalin. When Soviet forces

occupied the nortliern part of the

Korean peninsula in the closing days

of the Second World War, they brouglit

Kim—a previously obscure major in

the Russian army—along with them
and set him up as a figurehead leader.

Five years later, with Russian aid

and advice, north Korea launched a

liglitning invasion of the south, where

a democratic representative govern-

ment had been set up under UN
supervision.

CIXTEEN member states joined^ efforts under a U.N. resojutiod to

repel this act of aggression,' and the
.

north Korean forces were thorougjtly

smashed and beaten back in a few

months, when Red Chinese armies

entered the fight, forcing a stalemate

and eventually an inconclusive armistice

— signed, incidentally, a few months
after Stalin died.

Taking advantage of tliis respite,

Kim Il-sung re-established his dictator-

ship, purging all opposition and im-

posing a degree of regimentation in

north Korea unprecedented in the

Communist world, eclipsing even the

excesses of Maoism in China.

When the rift occured between

Russia and China, Kim began playing

both ends against the middle, seeking

to gain advantages for himself. How-
ever, the recovery of th^ shattered

north Korean economy has been slow

and halting, for a number of reasons.

Althou^ the north has less popu-

lation density and more natural re-

sources than the south, it is seriously

handicapped by the arbitrary and

dogmatic approach to planning and

administration characteristic of Com-
munist regimes. There is also the

stupendous burden of the military

budget and constant war preparations,

maintained as a justification for the

severe regimentation of the populace.

T^EANWHILE Kim has laboriously

erected a personality cult for

himself involving such excesses that it

would be humorous if it were"not so

sinister and perilous.

He is worshipped as an omniscient
miracie-workeT'frr "^orea , despite

his record <^f conspicuous failures.

An entire artificial biography has been

built up about his early days, consisting

of claims that are either absurd or

which give him credit for what others

accomplished in the pre-1945 inde-

pendence struggle against Japan. (This

book was even translated into English

a few years ago, so that its bombastic

naivete is now apparent world-wide.)

Darkness at Noon "characterizes the grim

repression and aggressive pose of north

Korea, a threat exemplified by the wrecked
airliner which Red agents attempted to

hijack from the south; while south Korea's

"noontime surge" of prosperity is reflected

in scenes of bustling construction.

The core and key to Kim’s ruthless

domination of north Korea is, of

course, his repeated boast or threat

that he will eventually reunify all

Korea by force, as he failed to do
twenty years ago.

Sometimes he speaks as if this

would happen through a spontaneous

guerrilla uprising in the south— as

when he stated during tire Fifth Party

Congress last Nov. 2, “We can im-

mediately go into action if the re-

volutionary elements in south Korea
call for support.”

But he himself knows that this is

a false and empty claim. South Korea,

especially during the past decade, has

made impressive progress toward

modernization, economic inde-

pendence, and political stability, far

surpassing conditions in the north.

In addition, the people of the south

still remember the brutality and bar-

barity characteristic of the Red forces

that occupied nearly all the peninsula

in the early stages of the Korean War.

Thus there is no base whatever in

the south for guerrilla warfare or a

popular uprising to aid the Red cause.

Since \he signing of the firmistice in 1953.
there have been a total of 11,300 violations

charged against the Communist side, including

military provocations and the sending of spies

and terrorists to the south, in an attempt to

disrupt social and economic conditions, these
reached a peak In 1968, vrhen 1,142 infiltrators

were kilted, including a commando team that

penetrated Seoul in an unsuccessful mission to

assassinate President Park.

Republic of Korea security forces, however,

have steadily improved their countermeasures,
with the cooperation of local residents, with a

result that the following year only 374 agents

were killed, which is also a probable indication

that the Reds have sensed the futility of such
efforts.

largest army in the Free World. She
also has binding mutual defense com-
mitments with the U.S. and other

• nations.

IN llie face of these deterrents. Kim
* ll-sung‘s only resort appears to be

the intensification of an international

propaganda campaign so scurrilous and

so ridiculous that it would be funny,

were the motivation not so patently

vicious.

North Korean propaganda speaks as

if south Korea were still a war-

shattered. economically stagnant

nation, slavishly dependent on Ameri-

can aid and militaiy support. The
opposite, of course, is true—to the

extent that the U.S. presence in Korea
has become mostly symbolic . and
advisory, and the American troop cuts

now underway represent no significant

shift in the balance of military power
in the peninsula.

What conditions are like in the

north, on the other hand, is not so

easy to determine, since free travel is

not permitted to foreigners. However.

word has leaked out about virtual

slave labor conctitions, of iboa

shortages, of the virtual norv-existence

of consumer goods, except in the case

of the pampered few in high political

positions of the Communist Party.

The north Koreans have also admit-

ted in their own councils that their

various economic development plans

If Kim really intends to unify Korea

under his own control, he knows he

will have to make the attempt by

naked force once more, and that this

time his foes will be far from surprised

or defenseless.

South Korea now has a strong

military force, including the fourth

have failed, with goals underachieved

or postponed, e.xcept in the case of

the military production which they

stress above all. This news has leaked

out inevitably.

Tims, despite the Reds’ zealous

application of the “Big Lie” principle

in public pronouncements, no unbiased

observer can fail to realize the simple

but important truth: in the long run.

freedom works and tyranny doesn’t,

in Korea as elsewhere.
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Tourism in Korea is a relatively

new industry, but one which is

expanding rapidly, along with the rest

of tlie nation’s booming economy.

Decades of Japanese oppression in

the early part of the century, followed

by tlie wholesale destruction and dis-

ruption of the Korean War (1950

1953), scarcely encouraged trips by

foreign visitors to a nation that had

earlier been dubbed “the Hermit

Kingdom."

But now, with the continuing

“miracle on the Han” of Korea’s eco-

nomic skyrocket bringing new pros-

perity and optimism, this peninsula of

ancient civilization and friendly, out-

going populace is being discovered by

world travellers for what it is; a fasci-

nating microcosm of new and old,

traditional and modern.

Visitors commend especially the

modem hotels with polite, efficient

service; the moderate prices; and the

richness of the country’s unique cultur-

al heritage, much of it conveniently

concentrated in or near the capital

city of Seoul.

EOC^L, which may be readily reach-

ed via many international airline

routes, is a crowded modem metropolis

of nearly five million, with many of the

growing pains common to rapidly ex-

panding cities in other parts of the

world. But Seoul, besides its mountain-

girded array of skyscrapers and elevated

highways, preserves intact many fasci-

nating mementoes of a distant, and

distinguished, past.

The old city was once walled, and

two of the massive gates are still ex-

tant—imposing structures in the midst

of bustling motor traffic. In addition,

tliere are three spacious ancient palace

compounds remaining, now open as

public parks, where one may stroll

amidst the great audience chambers,

royal residences, and pleasure grounds

of tlie old kings.

One of these, Duksoo Palace, at the

very center of town, contains the

national museums of arts and archae-

ology where, gathered from all over

the country, unique displays may be

examined covering 5,000 years of

history; tomb murals of barbaric

splendor, Buddha images made from

cast iron and gilt wood, delightful

genre paintings and scrolls, plus an

imposing array of the fragile, priceless

celadon ceramics from the Koryo and

Yi dynasties of centuries ago.

£70R a glimpse of the old Korean way
^ of life, UaveUets ate especially

urged to drop in at Korea House, a

traditional mansion, where folk music

and dances are performed on weekends,

(Continued to Page 14)
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Weather in four seasons (Indicated are average figures in Seoul)

April

Tempefature 60.9® F

Humidity 63%
n«mtail 23/4*

OcloMr

56 1®F
69%

J«nu«ry

23 8® F

64%
3/4*
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Holidays and Events

Mtrcti I
I ndeperidence Mpromani 0«v

April 8 euddita'i Birthday

May 6 Oino Festival Day

May 16 Anniwury ot May 16 Revolution

of IB61

Juna 6 Memorial Day
June 10 Farmar'tDay

Ally 17 Conaiiiution Day
Aupusi 15' LitMraiion Day

OcioOer 1 Armad ForoasOav
October 3 National Foundation Oay
October 9 Han^ilOay
October 24 United Nations Day
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Showcase of Asia _ m

ihird Economic Plan Sols Goals

of SolPSufllciency
KOREA'S Tliird Five-year Economic

Development Plan, finalized and

announced on Feb. 10, has set Uie

ambitious goal of complete economic

independence for the nation by tlie

time of its completion in 197

Standing on the shoulders of the

achievements of the first two such

plans, which have already lifted Korea

from a stagnant condition to a place

near the forefront of developing

nations, the third plan envisions a 1976

Gross National Product of $13.3

billion, over 80 per cent above that of

the 1969 base year, following an

annual average growth rate of 8.6 per

cent between 1972 and 1976.

Per capita income will be $389 per

year, which is low by Western stand-

ards. but which compares favorably

with the $198 of 1969.

Jf population increase is held under

2 per cent per annum, as expected,

unemployment will decline from near-

ly five per cent to around four.

A major feature of the plan is its

goal of selfsufficiency in food by
1976. to be achieved by a massive
•ajyicu/tura/ program, including inod-

etn'vzaWon of farming XecVvniques and

the development of four major river

basin areas.

The first two five-year plans neces-

sarily stressed industry, in order to

furnish development capital. Now it

will be the turn of the fanners.

Nevertheless, industry will not be

neglected: the plan calls for new plants

producing petrochemicals, iron and

steel, and heavy machinery.

Of total investment needed for the

Tliird Five-year Plan, less than 20 per

cent will be in the form of overseas

loans and foreign business ventures.

The rest will be domestic savings.

This fact should be compared with

the situation of tlie 1950s and early

1960s, when a large part of Korea’s

national budget came from direct

grant U.S. foreign aid.

I
T is obvious tliat, along with Japan

and Taiwan, Korea is living through

the most astonishing success story of

any of the modernizing countries of

Asia. In fact, by the end of the up-

coming development plan, Korea will

be classified in the category of a “semi-

advanced” country rather than a

"developing” one, if sJI goes according
\o seWeduVe.

GOALS OF NEW PLAN

1969 (Base Year)

GNP

Per Capita Irtcome

Population

Industrial Origin of GNP

1st Plan (1962-1966)

2nd Plan (1967-1971)

3rd Plan (1972-1976)

Expenditure;

Consumption
(billion won)

Investment

(billion won)

30.763.000 (1(X))

Social Overhead and Other Services

$389 (196.5)

34.345,000(111.6)

23.6%
Forestry

y/////Ai.Z%"'7//////X 29.6% and Fishery

Mining and Manufacturing

Agriculture.

2.930.0(172.9)

Domestic Saving
(billion won)

{Continued from Page 1 2)

and where fascinating native foods may
be sampled in opulent, exotic sur-

roundings.

Since the opening of the Seoul—
Pusan Expressway in 1970, visitors

have available a quick, comfortable

way tb traverse the entire north-south

length of the peninsula. (Soon another

superhighway will make tlie east-west

route just as easy.)

The expressway is served by new
imported buses stopping at all major
towns. Though intended primarily as

a freight route to expedite and equalize

national economic development, the

road network also facilitates sight-

seeing in the remoter parts of the

country. (Tliere is an efficient railway

system too and, for those in a rusli.

a national airline linking most major
cities.)

The burgeoning southern port of
Pusan, with its mild oceanic climate,

boasts fine beaches and resorts, such as

those at Tongnae and Haeundae. Only
an hour or so away by bus lie tlie great

mountainside Buddhist temples of

Bom-o Sa and Tong-do Sa.
14

l^OREA'S east coast, rough and pic-

turesque, is the place to go for

hiking and mountaineering m summer,

or for snow sports in winter. Inns and

lodges operate the year round at Mt.

Sorak, and there are bathing beaches

nearby, overlooked by quaint wooden
pavilions perched on rocks, where old

poets and scholars used to gather to

sip wine and watch the moon rise.

In autumn, the mountains are a

mass of brilliant foliage.

Cheju Island, a large volcanic land

mass off the southern coast, is favored

with a semi-tropical climate, unique

plant and animal life, and colorful

customs all its own, such as the famed
deep-sea diving women who gather

marine products. It is readily accessible

by air or ferry boat.

Tlie island province, now under

development as a free port and tourist

resort, features fine pheasant and deer

hunting, and boasts modern hotels, and
even a gambling resort.

The extinct volcano, Mt. Halla, in

the center of the island, with its

crater-cradled lake, is the highest

mountain in south Korea.

Entrance requirements for tourists

have been simplified so that one easy

registration form for currency and
baggage is all that is required. For
visitors staying 72 hours or less, a sliore

pass is granted on arrival, with ex-

tension available upon application.

There is also a visa-free exemption for

transit passengers with valid passports,

and for visitors who plan to stay not

more than 59 days.

The only inoculation requirement

is a current certificate of smallpox

vaccination.

pOREIGNERS who have visited this

* “Land of the Morning Calm,” for

either brief or lengthy stays, have been

unanimous in their praise for the

helpful friendliness and considerate

cordiality of the Korean people. Here

is a country where the visitor is still

treated as a guest, and the guest is

traditionally treated with royal hospi-

tality.

No trip to the Orient can be

complete—as more and more travellers

are leaniing—without a visit to this

ancient, proud, cultivated nation of
colorful traditions, booming moderni-
zation, and hospitable people.



SEOUL Symbol Of The Nation*s Drive

For M.odernizcuion
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Camput of Soodo Women’s College

Soodo \A/omen s College was founded on

the principle of cultural advancement and

educational progress of the v/orld

In the same spirit the elegant Sejong was

founded, the hotel aims to bring together,

as a “family’,’ all people’s of the free

world, in a united effort of peace and

goodwill.

Address:!. P. O. Box 2583, Seoul, Korea

SEJONG HOTEL, affiliate

hotel to Soodo Women’s

SEjtNG HOTEL Coljege

Seoul, the Capital of Korea,

is being rapidly transformed

into a modem metropolis of

highrise buildings, wide streets,

elevated roads and gleaming

apartment houses. The city

TAEKSHIK YANG now has a population of 5.5

millions and over 40% of the nation’s economic power.

This makes Seoul a vital city that is the hub of the nation’s

activities in all fields, such as business, industry, education,

scientific research and culture.

,

After all, to the Korean people, Seoul stands as a s>Tnbol

of their proud stride towards modernization and as a hope

for a better future.

THE SEOUL
METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT

IS
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On-The-Spot Appraisals

In Korea,
youcan

rfo /I loi"ViV/M December 1966

there was no such thing as The Honam Oil

Refinery in the Republic of Korea.

Today, this 322-acre installation is

turning out better than 100,000 barrels of

quality petroleum products a day. Products to

help keep a strong Korean economy ever more

vital and versatile.

That’s the kind of helping hand the
people at Caltex like to lend. In Korea. And in

mote than 60 other courWries throughout the

Eastern Hemisphere.

And that’s why, just 4 short years ago,

Caltex engaged in a joint venture with Lucky
Chemical Company, a diversified Korean
manufacturing concern.The result was the

establishment of The Honam Oil Refinery,

Limited.

It's proven a gratifying investment for

Caltex. A tangible boon to Korean industry.

And— for the Korean government —The
Honam Oil Refinery is responsible for a savings

of 515,000.000.00 annually in foreign exchange.
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« CEE for yourself.” is the invitation extended to the

M rest of the world by a proud, progressive Korea,

confident of herself and her destiny. From those who

have come to observe and stayed to praise, a selection of

statements is presented below, together with evaluations

by several local leaders who have had a hand in the

achievements recorded in these pages.

Thirst for Education

The Reverend John P. Daly
President, Sogang University

“1 have lived and worked in

Korea since 1961: and I have wit-

nessed a remarkable transformation

taking place. The weat economic
development is well known, but a

greater development has occuned
in the spirit of the Korean people,

a development from self-depreci-

ation to self-confidence, from hope-

lessness to hopefulness.

“The Korean people have always

manifested a burning thirst for edu-

cation; they rank as one of the

most literate peoples in the world;

closely joined to this desire for

education is the ambition to succeed.

“Nowhere has the new breeze of
confidence been felt more than in

the university corridors. The number
of Korean students seeking their

education abroad dropped dramati-

cally and tlie quality of education
began to improve steadily as faculty

salaries rose and facilities increased.
“This new spirit of confidence in

the Korean people as die nation
faces the decade of the Seventiea
is partly the result of the economic
development but, in my opinion,
more significant is the spirit of a
nation that has found its identity
and taken its rightful place in the
international family of nations."

Stability Attracts Investment

D. Weller
Managing Director, KoreanSheli N. V.

“Of course, there are certain
problems and difficulties in con-
ducting business in Korea— there
are in most countries—but one
must always put such problems in
perspective by also giving fiill re-

cognition to the compensating
benefits. 1 would like to make it

clear ^at in my opinion I believe
Korea’s stable political and eco-
nomic climate offers an attractive
investment environment for both
Koreans and foreigners alike. In
addition, there exists in Korea a
large, adaptable, hard-working and
talented population which has tre-
mendous productive potential; tlie
pace of development during the 60’s
was in many ways unique, and
demonstrated to the world at large
what Korea is capable of doing.
“ I then feel confident that the
Goyernrnent will steer a course
which will enable economic growth
in the 70's to be even more
dramatic than in the 60’s.

Of course, such miraculous
achievements do not happen on
their own. They will necessarily
involve the continuation of careful
planning by the Government and
private enterprise, and the pro-
gressive adaptation of policies.”

Security No Worry

Ralph P. Bliss

President. American Chamber of
Commerce in Korea

“It is indeed a remarkable thing

to me that Korea has been able to

come so far in such a very short

time in terms of industrialization,

social progress, and taking its po-

sition in the Asian region, as well as

a significant role in world affairs.

“1 think it's particularly remark-

able because, when 1 came here fifst

as a young army officer before the

Korean War, the Korea 1 saw then

was nowhere comparable to Korea

as I see it today.

“Some people in the United

States wonder about foreign invest-

ments in Korea because of the close

proximity of a somewhat boisterous

North Korea. Personally, I feel the

Government of Korea and its loyal

citizens certainly can contain any
move by North Korea.

“This view is supported to some
degree by the fact that even since

the Pueblo and EC-121 incidents
there has been a sizable inflow of
foreign capital into large investment
projects here.

“The comparative political and
economic stability has been one of
the factors that tended to make
Korea an attractive place to do
business."

Emphasis on Science

Dr. Choi Hyung Sup
President. Kor^ Institute ofScience

and Technology

“In a developing country like

Korea, which is trying hard to attain
a self-supporting economy, technical
innovation is essential for further
development. That is why we are

intensifying efforts to develop
science and technology. It was most
appropriate, therefore, that the
Government began to put an in-

creasing emphasis in the latter half
of the 1960 s on science and techno-
logy in its plans.

‘if the Government continues
its efforts to promote science and
technology properly, I am sure we
will be able to achieve our goal of
a self-sustaining economy during the
70’s,

“One reason why I am optimistic
about the future is the fact that
rnany brilliant young Korean scien-
tists and engineers went abroad for
advanced training during the 60’s.
At present, in the United States
alone, I understand there are about
1,500 Koreans who hold doctorates
in science and engineering fields an^l
^e working in important positions
in universities, industries and re-
search organizations. Tliis potential
offers a very promising future for
development in Korea.”



Confidence in Achievement

Albert Barr
Second Vice President and Seoul
Branch Manager, Chase Manhattan

Bank

“The pro^am of the Korean
Government is to 'create a self-

sufficient economy by the end of

tlie Tliird Five-year ^onomic De-
velopment Plan in 1976. Considering

the determination and effort put
into it by the Korean people, I have

every confidence that they will

achieve the goal.

“I feel as secure in Korea as I do
in New York City. Even with the

Ni.xon Doctrine, there will always

be an American presence here in

tile future. In my opinion, the

possibility of war in Korea is rather

remote. Many people tend to over-

look the fact that this is 1971, not
1950. I share the view that Pyong-
yang would not dare another venture

of invasion without the blessing of
Moscow and Peking, and such
blessings would not be given.*’

Nation in Transition

Dr. Edward Reynolds Wright, Jr.

Executive Director, U.S. Educational
Commission in Korea (Fulbright

Commission)

‘To many forei^ers, the most
striking tiling about Korea is the
Korean people, who are best charac-
terized by their diligence and out-

going nature. Korea^ achievements
in die past twenty-three years of
national independence are not at-

tnbutable so much to natural re-

sources as to her aggressive and hard-
working population.

“In summary, Korea must be
viewed as a nation in transition—
socially, politically and economical-
ly. It has a fascinating traditional

culture; open and likable people;
and progressive ideab and programs.
It is a society in constant motion.
It is to be hoped that Korea’s
admirable traditional traits can be
retained while she continues to
progress in a material sense. All-in-

all, contemporary Korea is an inter-

esting and rewarding place to be
living and working.”

Modern Attitudes Established

Dr. Kim Kyu Whan
Dean, Graduate School of Mass
Communication, Seoul National

University

“Tlie momentum for the current
progress in which Korea is being
transformed into a new society was
created during the 1960’s. It was in

that decade diat for die first time
in Korean history the foundation
was laid for the enhancement of
self-awareness of the Korean people
as a nation, first inspired by^the
Student Revolution of I960 and
then furdier stimulated by a group
of new leaders headed by President
Park Giung Hee. The people of
Korea began to establish a rational

value system and a modern pattern
of attitude and behavior.

.
“Underneath the spectacular

economic development which has
taken place in recent years lies this

significant change in the attitude of
the people.

“I think the general cultural

standard of Hie Korean people is

Advertisement
highe.st in Asia, next to the Japanese.
Tliis provides the basis on which the
Korean people’s standard of judge-
ment of social phenomena is being
rapidly modernized. At tlie same
time, Koreans are sensible in Uieir
conception and criticism of social
evils.

“I am confident tliat as long as
such a healthy social trend is main-
tained the economic progress we
have witnes.sed in the recent past
will continue for many years.”

Dynamic Leadership, Energetic
People

L. H. Bonin, Jr.

President, Korea GulfOil Company

“Gulf Oil has witnessed the
^owth of tlie Korean economy
since 1963, which growth has been
notliing short of spectacular. This
growth is characterized by two
opposite factors: 1) lack of natural
resources and 2) the industrious
Korean people.

‘'Gulf has dealt with both of
these forces in Korea by providing
raw materials for upgrading into
refined petroleum products, ferti-

lizers, and fabricated polye^ylene
products, as well as participating in

management and operation of joint
venture enterprises witfi Korean
partners.

“The dynamic leadership of the
country, and the energetic people
who are devoted to tiie task of
achieving progress for Korea, have
solidified our confidence and trust

in this country. Gulf is most pleased
witli its investments in Korea, and
is looking forward to continued
progress in Korea’s industrial and
economic development.*'

Exciting Period of History

Dr. Dorothy M. Frost
Vice President for Operations in

Korea, American-Korean
Foundation

“My first visit to Korea was a

sobering experience. It was just

three years after the end of the

Korean War, and the devastation of
Seoul and the countryside was
everywhere evident. I have returned
many times since, and each time it

has been witl) a sense of pleasure in

the progress made by tlie people of
Korea—slow at first, and not witli-

out discouragement over the enormi-
ty of the job ahead.

“What has fascinated me, how-
ever, has been tlie remarkable
changes which have taken place in

the cities and on the farms since my
return in 1968 to take up permanent
residence.

“My main interest has been in

helping these people, friendly, out-

going, hardworking, intelligent and
determined to make sometJiing of
their lives and their country, given

tlie opportunity and the means.

“To be involved in this exciting

period of Korea's history throu^
the American-Korean Foundation’s

extensive and still necessary self-

help programs— including assistance

with scholarships for needy youth,

agricultural development, and health

services to rural areas—has given

me much pleasure. I am firmly

convinced that, given adequate en-

couragement and assistance from

the more privileged nations and
private citizens, the years ahead will

be even more exciting and dynamic
for tliis unique and beautiful pen-

insula and its fine people.”

Swift & Company Finds Korea

Goad Place for Investment

By Joseph P. Sullivan

President, Swift Agricultural Chemical Corporation

Nearly a decade ago, Swift & Company
looked at Korea as a potential area for ex-
pansion of its agricultural chemical bu.si-
ness. The outlook was promising at that
time, and our optimism has
continued. We consider the
business association with
Korea as an outstanding
success.

rising at that

Ori^nally, the Korean Government en-
tered into negotiations with Swift, as well
as other potential investors, for the con-
struction of fertilizer plants, because an
adequate supply of chemical fertilizers is
essential to the economy of Korea.

mercial operation started in December of
1967. The plant which cost more than $40,-
000,000 has a capacity of near 300.000
short tons per year of finished fertilizer.
Raw materials for the operation are phos-
phate rock, sulphur, potash and naphtha.
Intermediate products are sulphuric acid,
phosphoric acid and ammonia; finished
products are urea, and high analysis mixed
fertilizers.

All in all, the Yong-Nam Chemical plant
has operated well since its start-up and has
produced beyond its design capacity. Prod-
ucts have been of high quality, and are well
accepted by Korean farmers.

•The outcome was that Swift & Company,
parent company of Swift Agricultural
Chemicals Corporation, Skelly Oil Company
and the Chung-Ju Fertilizer Company, a
Korean government organ-zation, formed
the Yong-Nam Chemical Company, Limited.

Swift & Company is a diversified inter-
national corporation with major interests
in chemicals, petroleum, insurance and
food.

Construction of the Yong-Nam Chemical
plant began in July of 1965, and com-

1 ne Korean labor force and Korean
supervisory personnel have demonstrated a

high level of efficiency. Only
three non-Koreans are now

retained by the company
under a cechnical assistance

agreement. Swift’s experience in

Korea has been highly satisfying, in the
over-all picture. We feel our investment has
been well justified, and that there is ample
evidence that Korea will be a good place to

invest in the future.

31=
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The Republicof Ibrea-
Tbe Gulf Oil Corporation.
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been
the cornerstones

inthedynamic growth
ofKorea’s economy

Fop Korea’s economy the l96o’s were
a decade of rapid growth, and the
rate of growth ranked among the
highest in the world. With the out-
standing record of industrial
growth as a base, Korea is strid-
ing into another development decade.
We have taken the leading role in
this all-out drive as we did in the
past.

.V-

i-

DAIHAN NONGSAN CO., LTD.
I

50- 1 0 2-ka, Choongmu-ro, Choon^-ku, Seoul

Telex : DAINONG 23 ITS i

Tel 26-61 I 1/9

HYUN DAI CONSTRUCTION CO., LTD.

92 Mukyo-dong, Choong-ku, Seoul
/Telex : HYUNDAI 2309S /

Tel : 28-7221/9 /

NAMSUN MOOLSAn CO., LTD.

64-5 2-ka, Choongmix-ro, Choong-ku, Seoul
Cable : SOUTHFRESH, SEOUL
Tel : 28;9^l/3

roNG MYUNG TIMBER COMPANY
123 Yongdang-dong, Pusanjin-ku, Pusan
Telex : TOMYCO 3324P
Tel : 3-1326/9

YOUNG POONG TRADING CO., LTD.
33 Shurin-dong, Chongro-ku, Seoul
Telex : YOUNGPEN 22 1 OS
Tel : 73-5311/9

II
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In Korea

wiai and colorful

. ^.y

It is in the faces of the people

that one sees reflected the

relative health and spirit of

a nation’s society. Koreans

today seem to show vividly

in their expressions the new
hope and pride they have

acquired—pride in an

ancient, exalted heritage,

hope for an even more

impressive future.

5w-



explore

2 departures daily from New York
Northwest was the first American airline to fly to

Korea- We've been flying there for 24 years. We
know our way around the land of morning calm.

We have two flights a day to Tokyo, including

a morning 747 flight. Then we fly every morning

at 9:00 from Tokyo to Seoul.

Northwest also serves Osaka, Okinawa, Tai-

pei, Manila and Hong Kong from Tokyo.

For information and reservations, call your

travel agent or Northwest Orient, 563-7200.

FLY NORTHWEST ORIENT

3^orca

“THE LAND OF MORNING CALM”

The Korea Tourist Bureau,

the oldest, most experienced

and largest travel agency in

Korea, with branches

nationwide, will be pleased

to serve you.

Korea is a nation moving rapidly toward an
|

industrialized economy. Sinc^ the early 1960’s,

when a series of economic development plans

was first introduced, the Korean economy has

grown up to become one of the most progressive

of the developing nations.

For Information or reservations pleose contoct

3Corea ^curl^t bureau
I. P 0 , 8OX 3S33. SEOUL KOREA

Principal Economic Indicators

The figures speak for themselves: a 1970

/ economic growth rate of 9.7 pei cent, more

than thrice that of i960; a doubling of

the Gross National Product at constant prices

in the same period; and, most impressive of

all, an increase of exports over twenty-

five-fold during the decade, to more than

one billion dollars.

During this ten-year span of hard work

and progress under President Park’s

dynamic leadership, success has become

a way of life in Korea. Behind the re-

markable success in economic development

the banking industry has played a vital

role.

THE BANKERS' ASSOCIATION OF KOREA

Fly the Orient Express Way
to Korea
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Korea al a Glance
Quick Facts:
Area: 38.031 sq. miles
Population: 31.460.994 (1970 Census)
Official Name: Republic of Korea
Capital: Seoul

Religion: Traditional religions are Buddhism, Con-
fucianism. and Chondokyo. which combines elements
of Buddhism and Christianity. However, meaningful
figures of the number of their adherents are not
available. There are well over 1 .5 million Christians,

chiefly Protestant

Currency: Won (310.6 per U.S.$1. March 1971)
Education Statistics: 8.134 primary and secondary
schools, with combined enrollment of 7.300.325
pupils (1970)
Enrollment in Hi^er Education: 178,965 (1970)
GNP Expended on Education: 3.5%
Motor Vehicles: 156.271 (1970)
Passenger Cars; 66.200 (1970)
Railway Mileage: 3,250 miles

Ports: Pusan. Inchon. Kunsan
Radio Station: 50 f Receivers; 3.5(X).(X)0 (1970)
Television Station: 12 Receivers: 380.CXK) (1970)

Telephones: 488.127 (1970)
Newspapers: 44 dailies. 143 copies per 1.000 in-

habitants (1970)
Weights and Measures: Metric system
Travel Requirements: Passport, visa valid for visit

within 6 months from date of issue, no fee; travelers

should consult with transportation company for

vaccination information

Recent Landmarks in History:
1945: Korea liberated at end of World War II after

36 years of Japanese colonial occupation, but par
titioned by division of occupation ?ones between
Soviet and American armies.
1948: Republic of Korea set up after UN supervised
elections in the south, and refusal of the north to
participate Red regime proclaimed in north.
1950: Communist north Korea invades south, trig

gering Korean War with participation of 16 UN allies

answering call to repel aggression, and with Red
China sending massive forces to assist the north.
1953: Uneasy armistice ends fighting phase of
Korean War with nation still divided along nearly
the same line as in 1945.
1960: Autocratic regime of aging president Rhoe
overthrown by student demonstrations, public
revulsion.

1961: Bloodless military coup establishes order
after a year of disorganization, embarks on basic

needed reforms and planning.

1963: Military junta submits new constitution to

referendum, returns government to elected civilian

control. Gen. Park resigns from army, runs and wins

election by narrow margin.
1967: Pres. Park wins re-election by near-landslide.

1969: Voters approve constitutional amendment
permitting Pres. Park to run for third term.
1970: U.S. agrees to bolster south Korean armed
forces with more and newer equipment after an
nouftcing troop cut of U.S. forces in Korean UN
Command by about one-third.

Korean Missions in U.S. *

A*
* •

*

A *

A *

A

O * A New York

• it Washington, O.C.

• Embassy <7 A Chicago

O Mission to United Nations A Houston

it Information Office it New Orleans

* Trade Center it A San Francisco

$ Bank it A Los Angeles

A Consulate General A Honolulu
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Industrial Origin of GNP Per Capita Income

Social OverV><ead Capital

Bl Other Services: 49.7%

Agriculture. Forestry

& Fishery: 28.6%

Mining &
Manufacturing: 21.5%

Facts AboutLbout H Seoul ^

Capital cif^’ef^ko^a sinc^ ^tart

1392;

rubble of

business, manufacturing and education: mountain-

girt metropolis wfiose dramatic new skyline over-

shadows old palaces, gardens, and temples of the

ancient times, still tucked away amidst urban bustle

and preserved as museums and public parks.

Area; 2^.6 square miles

Population: 5.500.000 (October 1. 1970)

Mayor: Taek Shik Yang
Vital Statistics:

Annual Budget. 1971—$200 million (11 6%National

Budget)

Seoul's contribution to GNP—33%
Primary and secondary schools—562 (6.9% National

Total)

CoMegesand Universities—46 (52.3% National Total)

Travel Attractions: Ouksoo Palace. Kyungbok Pal*^.

Changduk Palace. Korea House. Yeongbmkwan.

Great South and East Gates, Octagonal Pavilion,

Namsan Mountain. Walker Hill Resort
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OUR BANKING NETWORK IS ALWAYS

READY TO SERVE YOU

THE BANKERS’ ASSOCIATION OF KOREA
Chairman: Kim Sung-Whan

(Governor, The Bonk of Korea)

Central Bank:

The Bank of Korea
Commercial Banks:

The Cho-Heung Bonk

The Commercial Bank of Korea
The First City Bank of Korea
The Hanil Bank

The Bank of Seoul

Korea Trust Bank

Special Banks:

The Korea Development Bank
Korea Exchange Bank
The Medium Industry Bank
The Citizens National Bank
The Korea Housing Bank
The National Agricultural

Cooperatives Federation



KOREANS CONCENTRATED EFFORTS

TO DEVELOP THE PRIMARY INDUSTRY
A DECADE OF DEVELOPMENT

Agriculture continues to be the dominant factor of

Korea's economy. It gives employment to 48% of

the people and in 1970 generated 28.6% of the

GNP, though its share is on the downward trend

as the result of expansion in other sectors of the

economy.

For the past 10 years, Korea's agricultural production

has grown at the average rate of 4.7% per year.

which made her belong to the highest group

of the 114 FAO member nations.

While rice is stilt the agricultural mainstay, its re-

lative importance has been declining, thanks to the

successful agricultural diversification with livestock

breeding and other profitable products.

Naturally, there has been a remarkable increase in

the farmers' family income to the extent of catch-

ing up with that of urban families.

A STRATEGY FOR FURTHER PROGRESS

With the understanding that without a sound agricultural

basis it is difficult, if not impossible, to build a modern

industriol nation, a lobg-range strategy was set forth

in the Third Five Year Economic Development Plan.

The main tasks will be centered around the following

activities:

(1) Increasing the production of staple foods.

(2) Promoting the increase of the farmers' family income.

(3) Improving irrigotion facilities and land utili-

zation.

(4) Expanding the market and production of fisheries.

(5) Developing forestry resources.

(6) Improving living conditions in rural- areas.

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE & FORESTRY

REPUBLIC OF KOREA



Plywoods

Textiles

Electronic Appliances

Manpower And Services

Garments

BANDO TRADING CO., LTD.
45-1, Kwanchul-dong, Chongro-ku, Seoul
Telex:LUCKYSL 2435S (75)4178

DANNA INTERNATIONAL LTD.
I I 8, 2-ka, Namdaemun-ro, Chung-ku, Seoul
Telex:VICTASS 2496S (24)3181/4

KOREAN AIR LINES.
I I 8, 2-ka, Namdaemun-ro, Chung-ku, Seoul
Telex;HJTRANS 2363S (28) 222

1

/9

SAMSUNG MOOLSAN CO., LTD
50, l-ka, Ulchi-ro, Chung-ku, Seoul.
Telex:STARS 2257 (24) 2651,26

SEOUL TRADING CO., LTD.

c®-'

Export Leads
Korea’s Economic Progress
We Lead The Export Industry
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Korea YWCA Celebrated the 50th Anniversary of its Founding.

700<H'^^l ‘=’d'^V

More than 700 members and friends Participated in the Service.



National Worship Service during the Week

of Prayer and World Fellowship.

4-^ 20^-22<Q.^] *11 IS] ^-^*l-%leil Al<Hl 361*^^
YWCA ^
First National YWCA Membership Conference April 20-22.1972.
361 delegates from various local Associations attended the Conference.
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Mrs. Pilley Kim Choi, founder of the Kwangju YWCA, was honored at the

Kwangju YWCA 50th Anniversary celebration November 7. 1972.
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Art Exhibit of Adult Education Classes during the Seoul YWCA
50th Anniversary celebration.
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Chungju YWCA members
pick destructive caterpil-

lars from pine trees on

the hillsides on the “Let’s

protect Nature” campaign.
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Seoul YWCA "Preparation

for marriage" class.
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Suwon YWCA holds

benefit Concert.
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Y-Teens all over the country participated in the "Flower- Meari"

Campaign — National YWCA project. Here the Seoul YWCA Y-

Teens tend to their calendula garden in front of their building.

-1- ^

National YWCA Young

Adult Council members held

vacation Bible School for

children living on a small

island on the West Coast

of Mokpo.
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“Live»tock for Rural Youth" was the National Y-Toon Project for 1972

A group is ready to deliver a piglet to a rural village.

National Y Teen Council meets to coordinate work of Y-Teens.
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INTRODUCTION

At the 1970 National Convention, one of the major program emphases

adopted for the coming triennium was to work on some of the acute

social problems we face in our communities today. For 1972, the focus

was on the development and use of woman power to bring about social

justice, especially among people living in depressed areas and the under-

privileged. The program of education of women as consumers, public

health and sanitation, and environmental control was aimed at improving

the living conditions of people in crowded city-built apartments both in

urban and rural areas. Effort was made to help women find ways of in-

creasing their family income and to better the living conditions.

Program Highlights

50th Anniversary Celebrations

The year 1972 was an exciting year for the YWCA of Korea as it

celebrated the 50th Anniversary of the founding of the YWCA Movement

in Korea. There were many special events and occasions throughout the

year when members, both locally and nationally, were able to look into the

past with pride even as they planned for the next 50 years. Of the many

events, the following were the highlights:

The National YWCA held a special Service of Thanksgiving in com-

memoration of its founding on April 20th. The processional of the YWCA

flags carried by representatives of 18 local Associations. 29 Student

Associations, the National Y-Teen Council and the National Young Adult

Council opened the impressive Service which was attended by more

than 700 members and friends of the YWCA from the Korean and inter-

national communities. His Eminence Stephen Cardinal Kim. D. D. was the

guest speaker who spoke on- "Christian Participation toward the New

Era”

Special tribute was paid in Memoriamto Dr. Helen Kim. one of the two

founders of the YWCA Movement in Korea and who served the YWCA
continuously from 1922 to February 10. 1970 when she passed away.

Mrs. Pilley Kim Choi, the other founder of the YWCA and other out-
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standing leaders who dedicated their lives to the '^'^WCA and its growth
were given special recognition. The presentation of the special Awards
was made by Dr. Emma Kim, President of the National YWCA of Ko-

rea to the following:

Mrs. Pilley Kim Choi Founder of YWCA Movement in Korea
Honorary member of the National Committee

National YWCA of Korea.

Dr.Unsook Saw Chairman. Board of Trustees of the YWCA of

Korea
Member of the Board for 24 years.

Dr. Shinsil Kim Member, National Committee of the YWCA of

Korea for 38 year s , Pres ident for 10 years

Chairman, Community Division at present.

Mrs. Maria Lee Nah Member. National Committee of the YWCA of

Korea
Treasurer and Chairman of the Finance Commit-
tee for 26 years.

Miss Esther Park YWCA International Volunteer
Honorary member of the National Committee
Advisory Secretary for 25 years.

Mrs. L. George Paik President and Member of the Seoul YWCA
Board for 25 years.

Member of National Committee of the YWCA of
Korea from the Central Region.

Mrs. Ah-Ra Cho General Secretary, Kwangju YWCA for 25 years.

Mrs. Myung Sook Cho Principal, Seoul YWCA Night School for 29
years.

Mrs. Chung Hee Park, the First Lady was present at the Service and
spoke in praise of the YWCA for its fine work among women and girls
throughout the 50 years of its history.

The first YWCA Membership Conference was held as part of the
National YWCA celebration. April 20-22 at the Seoul YWCA building.
361 delegates from 18 local Associations participated in this conference.

The theme of the Conference was- "YWCA-Our Symbol of Hope".
The members had time to review its history-the early period when the
"Association seed" was planted and when its early leaders sacrificed
much to nurture its growth. Then came the period of difficulty during
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the war years when much of the work had to be curtailed and some of

the leaders lost. With the help of the YWCA of the United States and

of the World YWCA, reconstruction work began with new vigor after

the Korean War. During the past period, the YWCA has been able to

expand its work sending deep roots into the life of the people and

that of the communities throughout the country. During the periods of

foreign occupation and of war. the YWCA remained as a symbol of hope

to Korean women of this country.

At this conference, a special recommendation came from one of the

discussion groups that each delegate contribute toward a fund to be

deposited in the Bank and held in trust for the next 50 years for the

YWCA 100th Anniversary in the year 2022 A.D. At the general meet-

ing this proposal was accepted and immediately contributions were

received in the amount of W250,000.1f the economy of Korea continues

to grow in the upward direction. W250, OOOwill be worth W 1 819.261.170.This

has been deposited in the Savings Account .n the Bank m Seoul. .s

act demonstrated to us the belief and faith of the members m the YWCA

Movement in Korea.

YWCA commemoration

ed when the Republic

YWCA commemoration

a warm gesture from

postal stamp -The YWCA was deeply honor-

of Korea, Ministry of Communications issued the

postal stamp on April 20. 1972. This was indeed

the Government.

Pictorial report -The National YWCA published a pictorial report of

the 50 years of the work in this country. Women who are part of the

YWCA in K orea can point with pride to what has already been accomp-

lished. yet realizing that they have only just begun.

Other Associations celebrating the 50th Anniversary

Seoul YWCA the largest Association in Korea in the largest city, the

capital city of Korea, celebrated its 50th Anniversary on September 11.

1972 Many local Association representatives came to participate in

the celebration and to pay tribute to the leaders who had help in build-

ing the Association to what it is today. Those receiving special awards

were:

Mrs. L. George Paik, Board member and president of theSeoul YWCA
25 years.

Miss Esther Park. YWCA Advisory Secretary for 25 years.

Miss Soon Yang Park. Seoul YWCA General Secretary for 10 years.

(at present General Secretary of the National

YWCA)
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Letters of commendation were given to a number of Board and Committee
members, Staff and special volunteers who served the YWCA for 10
years or more.

In addition to the Special Service of Worship, the week-long program
featured Seminar on Consumer protection, Y-Teen Drama night. Young
Adult evening as well as display and exhibit of handicraft, art and
photograhs done by Seoul YWCA members. Through these celebrations
and events, the YWCA members were able to look into their past with
pride and to start the next period with a new zest.

During the past year, the Seoul YWCA built an additional floor to
their mam building. This fourth floor contains the auditorium, library,
storage room, a small reception room and restrooms. This addition is
helping to meet the needs of its expanding work.

Student YWCA of Ewha Womans University was started almost simul-
taneously with two other Local Associations. Plans were all made for a
week-long celebration beginning October 11th. The program was to in-
clude a Service of Worship on the Campus, a symposium, an evening of
drama, music and dance and others. But due to unprecedented events in
the country and with the closure of all Universities and Colleges by
Government Decree, the planned program was not carried out. but the
women of Ewha Womans University will long remember how much theYWCA activities on the campus have added to their college life.

Kwangju YWCA held its 50th Anniversary celebration on November 7.
1972. More than 700 members and friends filled their auditorium, and in a
festive mood began their celebration with the Service of Worship. Spe-
cial recognition were given to:

Mrs. Pilley Kim Choi, founder of the Kwangju YWCA
Miss Esther Park, YWCA International Volunteer
Mr. Moon Whan Lee, former chairman of Kwangju YWCA Board of

Trustees.
Mrs. Ah-Ra Cho. General Secretary of Kwangju YWCA for 25 years
Mrs.Myang Soon Yang, former President and Boarti member for 10

years of continuous service and consultant to the
Board of Kwangju YWCA at the present time.

Known for its outstanding work in rural communities and
ative Student YWCA work in Chosun University as well as
University, for its fine work with orphans in their Sung-Bin

villages. its

Chon-nam

Orphanage
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as well as the Rehabilitation Cente r (rehabilitation of former prostitutes)
and vocational training for girls from the villages, Kwangju YWCA was
able to point to the future with hope of being a greater force for good in

the community.

Following the Worship Service, specially planned program was held
for one Week -a symposium on the YWCA, special Student YWCA seminar,
cone ert, Y- Xe en Day and an outdoor field day for the membership.
Through these many events, the Kwangju YWCA was able to better inter-

pret the YWCA to the community.

Program activities

Special program activities to implement the National program emphases
were:

Educational program for working girls - was one of the finest projects

initiated by the Student YWCA volunteers. Young teenagers whose formal

education stopped at the Junior High School level and who had to work
in the markets, factories and buses are being given high school level

education in the evenings by well qualified University Students and

other volunteers. This is in line with the YWCA emphasis on continuing

education of women.

Also Student volunteers worked among low income families living in

low-cost apartment buildings with programs of health and sanitation,

education for community living, work among elementary school children

as well as with teenagers. Special program was set up for medical

examinations and treatment for people living in this crowded areas.

Household empleyees’ training program at the YWCAs in Seoul. Tae-

jon, Chongju is meeting the real needs— both of housewives who ne#»d

help in their homes and of young girls and women who need jobs to

supplement their family income. Most of these girls do not want a live -in

jobs, but they prefer the 8-hour-day work which is being sponsored by the

YWCA.

Seasonal Day Care Centres in rural areas started by YWCAs in

Kwangju, Chochiwon, Chunchon and Taegu are proving to be of great help

to farm women during the spring planting and fall harvesting periods.

These Day Care Centres are manned by YWCA volunteers and help

free the mothers for work during the busy seasons.
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special classes for housewives designed to help women with child

care, nutrition and cooking, household budgeting and buying and consumer

education are being offered by the Pusan and Mokpo YWCAs. Also inline

with this program. Credit Unions were started in Kwangju and Mokpo

YWCAs. This program is helping the women to save and plan for the fu-

ture of their families.

National Y-Teen Project

“Livestock for rural youth” was the National Y-Teen project during

the past year. Different Y-Teen clubs adopted various rural villages and

donated piglets, lambs and goats to 10 rural villages - to help young peo-

ple in those villages to start their own money raising projects. This pro-

ject is working out very well.

Consumer education has been one of the most important YWCA pro-

jects throughout the country. Following the lead of the Seoul YWCA,
Kwangju and Mokpo YWCAs organized Consumer Protection Committees

in their communities and through educational program helped to bring

to YWCA members and others in the community an awareness of the

rights of consumers and responsibilities of the producers and retailers.

This has been a good program which is getting recognition in the com •

munities.

Public Health and Environmental control

Program is underway to join in the government’s effort to protect

the natural resources and to beautify the country side. Homes, schools

and churches are being made more attractive by planting bright and

colorful flowers and shrubs. With the help of the Arizona Garden Club

who sent large amount of Calendula seeds, the National YWCA started

the “Flower Meari” campaign, planting flowers to beauty the communities.

Seeds were given to all Association groups and the best gardens were

given prizes. Plans are underway to plant trees on the hillsides during

the coming year.

The Student Association members worked on “Let’s Protect Nature”

campaign. They installed waste paper cans in public recreation areas and

helped pick up rubbish on hillsides during week-ends.

Strengthening the YWCA as a Chirstian Movement

There has been an increased interest in Bible Study, discussions on

various religions of the world and in planning special worship services
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which have meaning for young people. Also the YWCAs throughout the

country have made special effort to cooperate and communicate with

other religious groups thus strengthening the ecumenical nature of the

YWCA.

The Young Adult members of the YWCA took more than 300 Bibles

to an isolated Island on the west coast and distributed them among the

residents of the Island. In the process of doing this, they came to know

some of the problems of the island people and their needs. So plans

are being made for further work with the islanders.

World Fellowship and Mutual Service

Effort is being made continuously to make World Fellowship an year-

round program. To interpret World Fellowship to the YWCA members

and friends, to include the international community in the World Fellow-

ship programs, to bring world consciousness to its membership. and to

share in the mutual service program have been the work of the National

YWCA World Fellowship Committee. Special Worship Service during the

Week of Prayer and World Fellowship as well as Festivals and special

programs have brought members and friends, both Korean and Interna-

tional communities together during the past year.

Also during the past year, the World Fellowship Committee members

published an International Cook Book with the help of various foreign

Diplomatic Mission wives which has brought many new friends into the

YWCA.

There is an increasing understanding of Mutual Service program in

the YWCA among the leadership and members of the YWCA in Korea.

Even as we receive aid from abroad the YWCA of Korea has shared

a little toward the work of the World YWCA through special gifts.

This program of helping and sharing has been expanded within the

country with Associations sharing their resources with one another. Du-

ring the past year, 4 Associations-Seoul. Chongju. Taejon, and Kwangju

helped 3 local Associations and 2 Student work secretaries through

this Mutual Service program.

Professional staff consultation and training

The National YWCA held a training program for professional staff

members from all local Associations. Major emphases were on staff rela-

tionships - with each other and with those with whom they work ,n va-

rious capacities, program evaluation and new methods of work, evaluating

social problems and how to deal with them as well as budgeting. 27 pro-
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fessional staff members stayed together for three days of intensive

training.

Seminar for Business and Professional Women
The National Young Adult Council sponsored a seminar for business

and professional women at the Seoul YWCA in November. The theme of
the seminar was- “Professional Women at the Present time” The key
note speech was made by Dr. Tae Young Lee Chyung, a member of the
National Board. Following the speech, the group was divided into four
for intensive discussion on: —

— How to hold a job and keep a household
— A Women’s Attitude toward her Job —What it is and what it should
be

— Treatment on the job
— Social and Legal Status of the Professional Women

Administrators Consultation

Consultations for Presidents and General Secretaries of all local
Associations were held at Camp Willow-one in October and the other in

November. The meetings were designed to deal with local Association
problems- administrative problems, effective personnel policies, YWCA
structure and finances. Miss Soon Yang Park, Dr. Emma Kim. Miss Esther
Park and other members of the National Board served as resource peple
during the consultation.

Inchon YWCA changes status

At the Annual meeting of the National Committee, Inchon YWCA was
accepted as an Associate member Association. The group worked for more
than two years toward this status. At the present time, Inchon YWCA
has more than 100 members and can ies on a wide program of activities
for their community.

National Day of Prayer

The first Monday of each month was selected as the National Day of
Prayer in all the Associations throughout the country. The prayer was
for the National Government leaders and for national unification. Most
Associations held their prayer meetings at 12 : 00 noon on each first
Monday of the month.

There have been many changes in the country itself during the past
year which have affected the lives of the people in general. It is hoped
that the YWCA will be able to meet some of the problems and help the
people to live with hope for a brighter future.

Soon Yang Park
National General Secretary
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1972 Statistical Report of the YWCA of Korea

Membership
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Adult

Members
Student Younger

Members Members

Program
Participants Total

Chochiwon

Chonju

Chunchon

Kunsan

Kwangju

Mokpo

Pusan

Seoul

Soonchon

Taegu

Taejon

Inchon

Masan

Kyungju

Suwon

Cheju

Chungju

Wonju

191

100

201

111

273

144

343

2, 783

100

315

152

60

171

90

1. 475

80

15

50

15

59

43

280

86

351

783

146

133

3. 427

827

16. 241

6. 303

6. 759

9, 028

20. 190

165. 638

9. 779

7. 062

98

61
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84

16

55

50

10 . 100

165

3. 365
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68
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15

30

34

55

2. 063
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942

16. 5,61
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9. 258
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TOTAL

81

30

81

30

5.184 1.906 2,297 261.484 270.871

* 18 Local Associations -Affiliated and newly developing

* Student YWCAs-in 34 Colleges and Universities

* Y. Teens (Younger member) - in 77 Junior and Senior High Schools

* Program participants - Classes, night schools, kindergartens,

residences, special projects, etc.
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General Services No. groups Enrollment

Vocational education classes 209 2. 603
Other educational classes 144 2. 105

Night schools 6 135

Literacy classes 3 50
Health education classes 87 2. 958
Kindergartens 7 231
Residents 1 180

Counselling service 3 228
Neighborhood groups 24 4. 188

Food services 2 29. 469
Orphanage 1 192

Rehabi 1 i tation center 1 86
W idows’ workshop 1 10

Day nurseries 8 4. 509
Reliet projects 502 15. 839

Total 999 62. 783

General membership Meetings and Events No. Sessions Approx. Attend

General Membership Meetings 258 4. 145

Public Affairs events 56 2. 280

Christmas programs, worship services and 570 26. 417
World Fellowship events

Annual meetings 10 844

Concerts, Bazaars, fund raising events 91 10, 089
Anniversary Celebration 13 3, 830
Public Service (weddings, etc.) 5,537 738, 427
Camping 94 4. 032
Special programs and events 969 62, 893

Total 7.598 852. 957

T raining Program No. held Approx. Attend

National and regional meetings and training

staff study, advisors’ training, club

leaders’ training, volunteer training

student YWCA officers’ training 2,690 28. 074

Camp and conferences 198 8. 743

Attendance at meetings of the

organizations and training courses 108 1. 137

Total 2.996 37. 954

Leadership Number

National & Local Association Professional &
Clerical Staff 140

National and Local Volunteers 2. 894

T eachers 10

YWCA International Volunteer 1

Total 3.045
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YWCA CENTERS

NAME ADDRESS PRESIDENT
PHONE 1

National Head quarters 1 - 3 First Street. Myung Dong 24 - 3506 Dr. Emma Kim

Cheju 1454 1 -do 1 -dong 4405 Mrs. Hea Sook Cho

Chochiwon 77 Kyo Dong 2432 Mrs. Sun Im Kim

Chonju 80 Third Street. Chungang Dong 4382 Mrs. Soon Hee Chang

Chunchon 109-4 JuklimDong(Woman’s Building) 3518 Mrs. Hyong Sook Chung

Chungju 116 Second Street. Pook moon Ro 6145 Mrs. Soon Duk Lee

Inchon 129 Kyng Dong 2 - 3763 Mrs. ^yung Ai Paik

Kunsan 149 Myung san Dong 4491 Mrs. Jung Hung Chung

Kwangju 74 Daeui Dong 2 - 1404 Mrs. Sook Hyun Chung

Kyungju 153 Pukbu Dong 597 Mrs. No Kum Chun

Masan 4-1 Second Street, Walnam Dong 6828 Mrs. Pung Ja Chun

Mokpo 11 - 1 Chang Pyung Dong 2297 Mrs. Tae Woo Choi

Pusan 19 Second street Taechung Dong 4 -0819 Mrs. Kyung Sook Paik

Seoul 1-1 First Street, Myung Dong 23-0468 Mrs, Bo Whan Kim

Soonchon 58-1 Young Dong 3324 Mrs. Young Ja Park

Suwon 52 Nam Chang Dong 6443 Mrs. Sun Nye Hwang

Taegu 2007-8 Daemyung Dong 3 -4104 Mrs. Kwi Hee Choi

Taejon 494- 4 Taeheung Dong 2 -3055 Mrs. Shin Ok Kim

Wonju 23-7 Haksung Dong 2977 Mrs. Hee Joo Lee

YWCA Camp Willow Daiya Ri.Sosa Eup.Kyunggi Province
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NATIONAL YWCA OF KOREA

Officers

President

Vice President

Vice President

Treasurer

Treasurer

Secretary

Secretary

1970 - 1973

; Dr. Emma Kim

Mrs. Kap* Soon Kim Lee

: Mrs. Hyun- Ja Kim Oh

: Mrs. Maria Lee Nah

: Mrs. Tai- Im Moon Park

Mrs. Julie Moon

Mrs. Hee- Ho Lee Kim

Executive Committee Members I

Dr. Whang-Kyung Koh

Dr. Emma Kim

Mrs. Jung-Soon Sung Kim

Dr. Tai-Young Lee Chyung

Mrs. Hee-Ho Lee Kim

Mrs. In-Soon Moon Matthew

Mrs. Kap-Soon Kim Lee

Mrs. Chung-Han Kim

Mrs.Tae-Im Moon Park

Miss Chi-Sun Shim

Mr s. Chong-Hee Kim Pang

Mrs. Koo Choi Park

Dr. Shinsil Kim

Mrs. Chung-Ok Kim Cho

Mrs. Sung-Soon Yew Lee

Miss Hyo-Jae Lee

Mrs. Sun-Yup Chae Choi

Mis s Young- Hee Kim

Mrs. Young-Chung Kim

Mrs. Hyun-Ja Kim Oh

Mrs. Julie Moon

Mrs. Maria Lee Nah

Mrs. Helen Chung Lee

Mrs. Myung Ja Lee You

Staff :

General Seeretary

International Volunteer

Publications and Public Relations

Programme Research Division

College and University Division

Youth Work Division

Commun ity Division

Miss Soon- Yang Park

Dr. Esther Park

Miss Hea- Sook Hwang
Mrs. Kyung- Ai Cha Park

Mrs. Chong- Kyung Lee

Miss Kwi- Ja Kong

Mrs. Moon- Ja Ahn Lee

Mrs. Soon- Kap Kim Ahn

Miss Jin-Yong Rhee
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1. The Imperative of Unification

Though it has already been three decades since the Korean division, the

desire for unification remains as strong as ever before. Attitude surveys

consistently show that more than ninety percent of the South Koreans

regard unification as “the supreme national goal.” There is no reason to

think that desires for unification are any less strong in North Korea.

Herein lies the imperative of national unification. There are important

causes for this strong aspiration for unification on both sides of the

military demarcation line which has divided the nation for the past three

decades.

First, the initial division itselfwas externally imposed against the wishes

of the Korean people. By the time theWorldWar II came to an end in the

Far East in 1945, the Korean people had been under Japanese colonial rule

for thirty-five years. But with the joy of liberation from Japanese rule

came the tragedy of national division. According to a prearranged

agreement between the United States and the Soviet Union during the

course of the war, the country was divided along the 38th parallel with

the Soviet Union taking military control in the North and the United

States in the South. As Johan Galtung put it, “What an immense tragedy

for a people: to get rid of the yoke ofJapanese capitalistic imperialism,

only to find oneself divided into two parts, gradually polarized by the

big powers and their ‘cold war.’
”

Second, the actual and feared costs of the national division have been

and continue to be intolerably high. There has already been a full-scale

war (1950-1953). Initiated by an unprovoked invasion by North Korea,

the war avoided ending in a Communist conquest of the entire peninsula

only because of a massive United Nations intervention and a determined

effort by South Koreans to repulse the aggressors. Ever since the war and

even after the initiation of a dialogue between the two sides in 1971,
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there have been incessant armed provocations, espionage infiltrations,

guerrilla attempts of subversion on the part of North Korea. The latest

example is the constrcution of underground tunnels deep into the south-

ern sector of the Demilitarized Zone in outlandish violation ofthe Armis-

tice Agreement of 1953.

South and North Korea

maintain a combined mil-

itary force of over one

million men in active duty

let alone those millions in

reserve and militia units.

Thus, the division has

brought about costly results

in various ways:

The peaceful unification of

^ the fatherland is the supreme J
^ task of the Korean people. ^We will continue to exert ^

every effort to accomplish %
this task. ^

^ President Park Chung Hee J
± June 23, 1973 ?

... It has cost an uncounted number of lives in the 1950 internecine

war and subsequent military incidents.

... It has imposed a severe economic burden on the Kor*ean people by
making it necessary to maintain extremely high defense expenditures.

. . . The tensions arising from the division have also been a major

source of threat to regional peace and security in Northeast Asia.

Third, there is a specially humanitarian desire to alleviate the pains of

the separated families. It is estimated that about five million people living

in South Korea have family members or relatives living in North Korea.

Perhaps no two nations or parts ofdivided nations have experienced such a

complete severance as South and North Korea have in the past three dec-

ades. There have been no postal or telegraphic communications or trav-

el permitted between them. The only exceptions have been exchanges

of those persons officially engaged in the recent South-North dialogue.
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Thus members of the separated families have had no way ofeven learning

whether their kith and kin on the other side of the dividing line are alive

or not. Naturally, therefore, there is a strong personal humanitarian de-

mand for unification or at least for the opening of a channel for the

reunion ofseparated families.

Finally, there is the strong sense of a shared nationhood. Until divided

in 1945, the Korean people had led thirteen centuries of shared political,

economic, social, and cultural life. Neither side ofthe division can possibly

consider the other side foreign. On the contrary, the two sides are strong-

ly conscious of cultural and racial affmity with each other, this despite the

three decades of politico-ideological and military confrontation.

2. The Necessity ofpeace

Although the desire for unification remains today as strong as it was at

the time of division, the road to unification is still far from clear. Para-

doxically enough, the more intense the desire for unification, the more

obscure possibilities seem to be of achieving the desired goal.

Given the reality of con-

frontation between the two

opposing political systems,

there are fundamentally

two alternative approaches

to the solution of the prob-

lem posed by the condition

ofdivision and the desire for

a war in Korea is therefore ^
^ a very much more dangerous J
^

thing than a war in a more pe-

^ ripheral area like Vietnam.

^ Edwin O. Reischauer

± July 30, 1974

*4“

unification. Unification may be brought about either through peaceful

means or violent methods.

As is well known, the North Korean Communists resorted to the

latter alternative in the summer of 1950, when they launched a surprise
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attack against South Korea. The resort to violence, however, proved not

only tragic but also entirely futile. Having caused intolerable damages

and unimaginable harm in hmnan lives and properties on both sides, the

the war caused by the North Korean attack failed to acliieve even the

unification under a Communist rule which the invaders sought. In fact,

by planting seeds of deep distrust between the two opposing sides on the

Korean peninsula, the North Korean invasion made the achievement of

unification even more difficult than it would have been without the ex-

perience of an internecine bloodshed among the Korean people them-

selves.

It is the firm belief of the Republic of Korea that another attempt to

bring about unification of the peninsula through violent means is bound

to be even more tragic than the earlier attempt made by the North Korean

communists and equally futile in its result.

The level of military preparedness is obviously much higher today

than it was in the summer of 1950 on both sides ofthe demilitarized zone,

thereby assuring that an outbreak of armed conflict in the future will

lead to a certain catastrophe for the entire people of Korea regardless of

their political orientations or ideological commitments. From a global

perspective, a conflict on the Korean peninsula may be viewed as an

instance oflimited war. But for the people ofKorea, what is a limited war

for the rest of the world is surely bound to be a total war for all practical

purposes. The Republic of Korea, therefore, rejects violence as a means of

achieving unification.We reject violence because we know it will lead to

a tragedy with which we are only too familiar, and also because we know

it cannot possibly bring about the end which we seek, namely unification

of our divided land.

The international situation surrounding the Korean peninsula is both

complex and changing. As the rigidities of the cold war recede into his-

tory, new uncertainties and possibilities emerge, which possibly could
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lead to a more stable equilibrium. But, as long as rivalries and contradic-

tions remain unresolved within the East Asian region, it is difficult to see

how the unification of the Korean peninsula can be brought about

through violent means,
^ o o - ^ o , o a . o o = = a

however stronger militarily

| gg^ ^g ^g peaceful |
one side may be. That is

j unification where there is no ?
why we reject a military | durable peace. t
solution to the Korean

| President Park Chung Hee ^
problem. In reality, a mill-

| August 1 5. 1 974 |
tary solution, we are con-

vinced, is no solution at all.

As we reject violence in the solution of the Korean problem, we must

make the maintenance of peace the starting point for whatever efforts we
make to achieve national unification.

We are ofcourse aware that peace as such is not a policy but only a goal

for policy. That is why the Republic of Korea has proposed in the past

concrete steps to be taken to strengthen the peace on the Korean penin-

sula and reduce the tension that exists now. And we will continue to do so

in the future.

Our dilemma, however, is that it requires cooperative efforts from both

sides to maintain peace. It is impossible to guarantee peace unilaterally.

As long as North Korea persists in its strategy of bringing about unifica-

tion through violent means, whether through another conventional

military invasion or a revolutionary uprising in the South instigated from

the North, our efforts for peace will remain uncertain ofsuccess and with-

out a guarantee of fulfillment.

We remain, however, firmly committed to a policy of peace because

we know only too well that, however noble the end, tragic consequences

will inevitably be forced upon us in the event of another internecine war.
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Ceaselessly, and with patience, the Republic of Korea must of necessity

seek a peaceful road to the goal of national unification.

3. The Task for Durable Peace

The problem is that peaceful unification, however desirable it may be,

cannot be realistically achieved in the immediate future. Only a few con-

siderations will suffice to make this point clear.

. , . Ideological polarization. North Korea adheres to the most rigid and

dogmatic version of Communism in the world today, whereas the peo-

ple of South Korea firmly oppose Communism. The ideologies of the

two political systems share few things in common.

...Socio-economic system

differences. North Korea
J The challenge of our time is ^

follows a Communist mod-
^ to reconcile the reality of ^

el to an extreme and absurd ^ competition with the im- ^
degree, wliile South Korea ^ perative of coexistence.

has adopted a modified
^ U.S. Secretary of State

capitalistic model. Unifica- Henry A. Kissinger ^
tion would, thus, require % September 1 9, 1 974 ^
radical and difficult readjust-

ments on both sides.

. . . The legacy of the Korean War. Though having started the War,

North Korea has staunchily refused to admit the responsibility. Further-

more, it has been actively engaged in propaganda in an effort to make

South Korea appear as the aggressor. The South Koreans either remember

from their personal experience, or have learned first-hand about, the

maliciousness of the North Korean Communist aggressors.

. . . The international environment. As long as rivalries and tensions exist
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within the East Asian region surrounding the Korean peninsula, it is

difficult to envision a form ofunification for Korea that could be consistent

with the existing international environment.

There is almost no historical precedent for peaceful unification of divi-

ded nations with as radically different political and socio-economic sys-

tems as the divided parts in Korea have come to develope. The two

Koreas, as a result of three decades of division and confrontation, now

share few attributes in common. Even cultural and linguistic habits seem

to have changed. In addition to these mutual differences between them,

their respective international alignments work as powerful negative factor

for Korean unification.

In view of these realities, few experts, whether Korean or foreign,

suggest an immediate single-step unification formula. As an internation-

ally respected scholar put

it “the unificadon wiU | Whatever change takes place |
have to be a process with %

in one system should not be
|

many stages m-between, J
forced upon it by the Other

|
not a jump from the two- t s'de. There should be a policy «

states to the one-state for- % non-intervention, of non- |
mula.” Such a graduaHst %

aggression. I
strategy is the only realistic ^ Johan Galtung %
and flexible one. Therefore, Journal of Peace Research ^
what can be done with re-

gard to unification at this stage is by necessity limited and must fall short

of a complete unification. What is required is an interim arrangement

whereby peace can be rooted on the Korean peninsula.

4. The Evolution of a Realistic Approach

Changes in the environment require concomitant changes in policy.

The internal and external environments affecting Korean unification have
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gone through fundamental changes recently. The South Korean govern-

ment has responded positively to these changes and has reac^usted its uni-

fication policy to make it a more realistic and flexible one. As may be

remembered, in the past the RepubHc of Korea maintained a rather rigid

position with regard to North Korea and the question of unification. At

one point in the past, it even subscribed to the so-called Halstein Doctrine

and refused to conduct diplomatic relations with countries wliich rec-

ognized North Korea. Its present posture is not only much more relaxed

than in the past but also remains open to further readjustment as may be

called for by future changes in the situation.

A major turning point in South Korea’s unification policy was Pres-

ident Park Chung Hee’s Liberation Day address of 1970. The following

poims were emphasized:

, . . National unification

should be achieved by

peaceful means.

. . . North Korea should

desist from perpetrating

military provocations and

renounce its policy of unifi-

cation by force.

. . . When and if North

Korea demonstrates a sin-

cere adherence to the prin-

cipleof peaceful unification,

the Republic of Korea shall

propose realistic measures

to remove artificial barriers separating the South and North.

. . . The Republic of Korea shall not oppose North Korea’s participa-

T . . situated where the in- xV Y
^

terests of major world pow- v
? ers converge Korea remains ^
^ a major element in Northeast %
^ Asian regional security, and ^
f Korea is a potentially ex-
era cp

plosive area where miscalcu- ^
^ lation could result in major ^
I conflict. ^
f Morton I. Abramowitz "f

^
Deputy Assistant Secretary^

¥ of Defense for East Asian ^
^ and Pacific Affairs a
t July 30, 1974 ±
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don in the deliberation of the Korean question at the United Nations

provided that the latter recognizes the competence and authority of the

world body.

. . . North Korea should desist from the destructive competition of

war preparations and enter with the Republic of Korea a constructive

competition of development, creativity, and welfare.

The significance of the address lies in the fact that for the first time since

the division the Republic of Korea conceded a willingness to consider

North Korea as something more than just a mere rebel group. Signifi-

cantly, the address also demonstrated flexibility by simply leaving the

actual form and means of unification to future negotiations instead of

unilaterally declaring a fixed position. This opened the way for further

steps to relax tensions and improve relations between the South and

North.

Thus a year later, the Korean Red Cross Society could propose to its

North Korean counterpart that talks should be initiated to alleviate the

personal pains of the separated families. North Korea accepted the pro-

posal immediately, and thus for the first time in nearly three decades of

division was a dialogue opened between South and North Korea though

at a non-governmental level.

What elevated the dialogue thus started to a political level was the

South-North Joint Communique ofJuly 4, 1972. Although the signator-

ies to this historical document avoided using their official titles in identify-

ing themselves, there was no reason to doubt that they represented the

official positions of their respective governments. The Communique con-

tained the following important points

:

. . . Unification should be achieved by peaceful means according to

the principles of national self-determination and unity.
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. . . The two sides should desist from mutual slander and armed pro-

vocations and undertake measures to prevent miHtary conflicts.

. . , The two sides should conduct exchange programs in various

fields to promote mutual understanding and peaceful unification.

. . . The two sides should cooperate to support the South-North Red

Cross talks.

. . . The two sides agreed to install a direct telephone line between

Seoul and Pyongyang.

... In order to expedite the above-mentioned items, the two sides

agreed to establish a South-North Coordinating Committee.

Neither the Red Cross

talks nor the Joint Coor-

dinating Committee meet-

ings led to any concrete

results. Yet the Republic of

Korea persisted in the search

for peaceful unification and,

on June 23, 1973, President

Parkproposed the following

principles for peace and

unification:

. . my proposal is that the
South and North maintain

peace under such a non-
aggression accord until

territorial unification is

achieved.

President Park Chung Hee
January 18, 1974

. . . Peaceful unification is the supreme task of the Korean people.

. . . South and North Korea should neither interfer with each other’s

internal affairs nor commit aggression against each other.

. . . The Republic ofKorea shall not oppose North Korea’s participa-

tion in international organizations where the former is a member.
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. . . The Republic of Korea shall not object to a simultaneous entry of

both South and North Korea into the United Nations.

. . , The Republic ofKorea shall open its doors to all nations according

to the principles of reciprocity and equality.

Half a year later, at a press conference on January 18, 1974, President

Park proposed that North Korea conclude a nonaggression pact with the

Republic ofKorea to insure peace until unification can be achieved. Under

the pact, South and North Korea would:

. .
.
promise that they will not seek armed aggression against each

other;

. .
.
pledge noninterference in the internal affairs of each other; and

. . . keep the 1953 Armistice Agreement in effect under any circums-

tances.

From the official policy statements as sketched here, it should be evident

that the Republic of Korea is firmly pledged to a policy of peace and

peaceful unification. The ultimate unification must be through peaceful

means. In the meantime, however. South and North Korea must adhere

to the principle of peace so that the recurrence of the Korean War can be

prevented, mutual tensions relaxed, mutual trust restored, and the way

paved for unification through the process of dialogue, exchange, and

cooperation.

The establishment of peace is not the final goal but only an interim

process. The process will help prevent another internecine war in the

peninsula and secure the Korean people the opportunity for the long cher-

ished unification. Thus for the sake of unification as well as for the sake of

reducing tensions, the maintenance of peace is an absolute necessity.
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The North Korean Communists continue to refuse to accept the un-

mistakable demands of the reality and insist that unification be achieved

now and by a single greatjump. As the history of the South-North dialo-

gue shows, the two sides have so far failed to come to agreement on even

the simplest steps that could be taken to stabilize and improve South-

North mutual relations. Thus it should be quite obvious that the idea of

“unification by one greatjump” is totally unrealistic. This only gives rise

to suspicion that the “great jump” the North Korean Communists are

talking about must be not a peaceful but a violent one.

5. Agenda for the Future

What must be done to insure lasting peace and achieve peaceful unifica-

tion?

Above anything else, North Korea must be persuaded that peaceful

relationship is the only road to national unification. In this regard, South

Korea’s unwavering adherence to the policy for peace and unification is a

positive factor. However, in the final analysis, strength is the most effec-

tive factor in convincing the North Koreans of the futility of a military

approach. Therefore, we must maintain a strong defense posture. To this

end, our allies have a vital security role to play: they must maintain a

position of unity with the Republic of Korea against any possible mili-

tary attacks. A weakening ofour defense posture will only be interpreted

by the Communists as an invitation to attack. They have started a war
against us once; there is no convincing evidence that they will not do it

again, if they are given the opportunity.

Along with this, concerted efforts must be made by the Republic of
Korea and her allies to lead North Korea to take forward steps toward
peace. At the minimum, the North Korean Communists should be per-

suaded to remove military facilities from the DMZ and desist from armed
provocations and guerrilla attempts of subversion against the Republic of
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We accept as very real that

the goal of the North's still ^
harsh and uncompromising

^
regime is to gain control by ?
any means of the entire %
peninsula. ^

Arthur W. Hummel, Jr.
^

Acting Assistant Secretary ?
of State for East Asian and %
Pacific Affairs, ^
July 30, 1974 I

Korea. Before they talk

peace, they must stop acts

of violence. Only recently,

it has been discovered that

they have constructed an

underground tunnel deep

into the southern sector of

the DMZ. What other

purpose than war can

possibly be attributed to an

act such as this? There

could be no more convinc-

ing evidence than this to

prove that the North Korean Communists continue to adhere to a

philosophy of “unification by military means.*’

After this most elemental step cfdcinilitarizing the DMZ is taken, other

small steps could and must be implemented. On the humanitarian front,

there is no reason why some small but important steps cannot be taken

such as permitting an exchange of postcards or meetings at a place like

Panmimjom between members ofseparated families. Limited cultural and

economic exchanges are also reasonable to contemplate even at this early

stage of South-North development.

South and North Korea should also immediately enter a peaceful re-

lationship by signing a mutual non-aggression pact. Pyongyang signed the

South-North Joint Communique in 1972 wliich states the principle of

mutual non-aggression. Why should it be opposed to formalizing the

principle in an official pact?

A simultaneous entry by South and North Korea into the United Na-
tions must be urged. A double seating in the world body now does not

necessarily mean a perpetuation of division as the North Korean Com-
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munists try to argue. Witness the case of Egypt and Syria; their separate

memberships in the United Nations did not deter them from merging in-

to the United Arab Republic. Channels of dialogue and contact are not

easily secured between South and North Korea, and a simultaneous entry

into the United Nations would provide a most useful constant channel,

which will surely contribute to the cause ofpeaceful unification.

These are the more immediate items on our agenda for the future.

When these measures are successfully undertaken, a firm foundation will

have been laid so that more positive measures may be taken for the

attainment of the ultimate goal ofunification.

We arejust at the very beginning ofa long and difficultjourney toward

peaceful unification. The road ahead is dark and with many obstacles.

Only determination, wisdom, and perseverance will guide us through

this difficult journey to a successful conclusion—the achievement of

national unification.
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1. TOWARD PEACEFUL UNIFICATION

President Park Chung Hee’s Liberation Day Address

August 15, 1970

(Excerpts)

I would like to take tliis opportunity, on this significant day marking

the twenty-fifth anniversary of liberation, to present my thoughts con-

cerning the problem of laying the foundation for peaceful unification.

These are the prerequisites that must be fulfilled. No approach toward

unification by peaceful means is feasible without an easing of tensions.

As long as the North Korean Communists persist in the type of ag-

gressive and provocative acts in which they are now engaged, whatever

they may publicly profess must be regarded as nothing but a disguise,

camouflage or fraud.

Therefore, the North Korean Communists must, first of all, change

their attitudes and unequivocally prove it by deeds so that an easing of

tensions may be possible.

Accordingly, the North Korean Communists should desist forthwith

from perpetrating all forms of military provocation including the dis-

patching of armed agents into the South, and publicly declare that they

henceforth renounce their policy for communizing the whole of Korea

by force and overthrowing the RepubHc of Korea by means of a violent

revolution. And they must prove their sincerity by deeds.

If the North Korean Communists accept and comply, in deeds, with

these conditions and if this is verified by the United Nations, I would

be prepared to propose epochal and realistic measures to remove, step

by step, various artificial barriers existing between the South and North,
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in the interest of laying the groundwork for unification and on the

basis of humanitarian considerations.

Furthermore, if and when the North Korean Communists recognize

the United Nations’ efforts for the achievement of a unified, democratic

and independent Korea and for peace in Korea, and accept unequivocally,

the competence and authority of the United Nations, we would then not
be opposed to the North Korean Communists’ participation in United
Nations deliberation of the Korean question.

I would like to pose a question: Are the North Korean Communists
wilhng to enter a competition of development, construction and crea-

tivity to determine which system, democracy or Communist totalitarian-

ism, can provide better living for the people and which society is a

better place to live in, instead of continuing the crime of war prepara-
tion at the sacrifice of the welfare ofour innocent brethren in the North?

T
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2. SOUTH-NORTH JOINT COMMUNIQUE
July 4, 1972

Recently there were talks held both in Pyongyang and Seoul to discuss

problems of improving South-North relations and unifying the divided

Fatherland.

Director Hu Rak Lee of the Central Intelligence Agency of Seoul

visited Pyongyang from 2 to 5 May 1972 to hold talks with Director

Young Joo Kim of the Organization and Guidance Department of

Pyongyang. Second Vice Premier Sung Chul Park, acting on behalf of
Director Young Joo Kim, also visited Seoul from 29 May to 1 June
1972 to hold further talks with Director Hu Rak Lee.

With the common desire to achieve peaceful unification of the Father-

land as early as possible, the two sides in these talks had frank and open-

hearted exchanges of views, and made great progress in promoting
mutual understanding.

In the course of the talks, the two sides, in an effort to remove the

misunderstandings and distrust and mitigate increasing tensions that

have arisen between the South and the North as a result of the long sepa-

ration, and further to expedite unification of the Fatherland, have reached

full agreement on the following points

:

1. The two sides have agreed to the following principles for unifica-

tion of the Fatherland

:

First, unification shall be achieved through independent Korean efforts

without being subject to external imposition or interference;

Second, unification shall be achieved through peaceful means, and not
through the use of force against each other;
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Third, as a homogeneous people, a great national unity shall first be

sought, transcending differences in ideas, ideologies, and systems.

2. In order to ease tensions and foster an atmosphere of mutual trust

between the South and the North, the two sides have agreed not to

slander or defame each other, not to undertake armed provocations

whether on a large or small scale, and to take positive measures to prevent

inadvertent military incidents.

3. The two sides, in order to restore severed national ties, promote

mutual understanding and to expedite independent peaceful unification,

have agreed to carry out various exchanges in many fields.

4. The two sides have agreed to cooperate positively with each other

to seek early success of the South-North Red Cross talks, which are

underway with the fervent expectations ofthe entire people.

5. The two sides, in order to prevent the outbreak of unexpected

military incidents and to deal directly, promptly and accurately with

problems arising between the South and the North, have agreed to

install a direct telephone line between Seoul and Pyongyang.

6. The two sides, in order to implement the aforementioned agreed

items, solve various problems existing between the South and the North,
and settle the unification problem on the basis of the agreed principles

for unification of the Fatherland, have agreed to establish and operate a

South-North Coordinating Committee co-chaired by Director Hu Rak
Lee and Director YoungJoo Kim,

7. The two sides, firmly convinced that the aforementioned agreed
items correspond with the common aspirations of the entire people.
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who are anxious to see an early unification of the Fatherland, hereby

solemnly pledge before the entire Korean people that they will faithfully

carry out these agreed items.

July 4, 1972

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE WISHES OF
THEIR RESPECTIVE SUPERIORS

HU RAK LEE YOUNG JOO KIM
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3. FOREIGN POLICY FOR PEACE AND UNIFICATION

President Park Chung Hee’s

Special Statement, June 23, 1973

(Excerpts)

In view of the current status of South-North relations, it is anticipated

that not only many difficulties lie in the way of the dialogue, but a con-

siderable length of time will also be required before the results of the

dialogue originally expected can be attained.

Moreover, if the present state of affairs is left as it is, the existing feeling

of distrust will be deepened and the tension between the South and

North may be aggravated.

Now, as for recent developments in the international situation, it may

be said that the Cold War era which began with the ending of World

War II is coming to an end. We are now entering a new era of peaceful

coexistence where the status quo is respected and the balance of power

among the major powers is regarded as essential.

Judging from a series of events wimessed in this part of the world, it

seems unlikely that the unification of our father land will be attained

within a short period of time.

These international trends give rise to a most serious problem in the

history of our nation. The problem is how to pursue national unification

—the supreme aspiration and objective of the entire Korean people—in

the face of the international realities . . .

We must approach these realities in an active and positive manner.

We must adopt wise and firm policies for attaining the goal of national
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imification in the face ofinternal and external realities. And then, we must

make assiduous efforts to implement such policies.

We should have peace rooted firmly in this land and should achieve,

without fail, the ultimate goal of peaceful unification by our own efforts.

With these considerations in mind, I now declare the following

policies:

1. The peaceful unification of the fatherland is the supreme task of the

Korean people. We will continue to exert every effort to accomplish this

task.

2. Peace must be maintained in the Korean peninsula by all means. The

South and the North should neither interfere with each other’s internal

affairs nor commit aggression against each other.

3. We will continue to make efforts with sincerity and patience to

secure concrete results from the South-North dialogue based on the spirit

of the South-North Joint Communique dated July4 , 1972.

4. We shall not oppose North Korea’s participation with us in interna-

tional organizations, if it is conducive to the easing of tension and the

furtherance of international cooperation.

5. We shall not object to our admittance into the United Nations

together with North Korea, if the majority of the member-states of the

United Nations so wish, provided that it does not cause hindrance to our

national unification.

Even before our admittance into the membership of the United Na-

tions, we shall not be opposed to North Korea’s being invited to the

U.N. General Assembly’s deliberation of “the Korean question in which

the representative ofthe Republic ofKorea is invited to participate.
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6. The Republic of Korea will open its doors to all the nations of the

world on the basis of the principles of reciprocity and equality. At the

same time, we urge those countries whose ideologies and social institu-

tions are different from ours to open their doors likewise to us.

7. Peace and good-neighborliness are the firm basis of the foreign

pohcy of the Republic of Korea. It is reaffirmed that we wiU continue to

further strengthen the ties of friendship existing between our friendly

nations and our country.

I wish to make it clear that matters concerning North Korea in the poli-

cies enumerated above are interim measures during the transition period

pending the achievement ofour national unification and that the taking of
those measures does not signify our recognition of North Korea as a

state . . .

Upon an objective and realistic appraisal of the internal and external

situations surrounding our fatherland, I have a firm conviction that these

policies are the only short-cut to the achievement of peaceful unification

by our own self-rehant efforts admist international currents of relaxation
of tension without impairing the dignity and pride of our nation .
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4. THE PROPOSAL FOR A SOUTH-NORTH MUTUAL
non-aggression accord, president park CHUNG
HEE’S press conference statement, JanuarylS, 1974

(Excepts)

Q. What is the President’s view on the peace agreement sug-
gested by North Korea?

A. I understand the idea for a peace accord was first suggested by
Chinese Premier Chou Eun-Lai in August 1972 when a reporter of the

New York Times visited Peking.

Since then, the North Korean side came up with this proposal to be

raised at the South-North Coordinating Committee meetings.

I doubt whether they have come up with such a peace accord because

they really want peace.

The contents of their peace accord proposal call for withdrawal of

foreign troops and reducing to 10,000 or less the military forces of each

side.

Although the Communists have frequently used the word peace, their

definition, when looked into, is directed to withdrawing the U.S. forces

from South Korea, reducing armed forces, banning the introduction of

arms from outside and scrapping the armistice.

This, in a single word, is intended to make the South impotent and dis-

arm it so as to realize the Communists’ scheme. It is crystal clear that the

acceptance ofthe proposal would lead to another KoreanWar.
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There are traps and intrigues hidden behind it. We should never allow

ourselves to be deceived.

The North Koreans have lately come up with the idea of a confedera-

tion. This is identical with the peace accord overture. These suggestions

are like crying wine and selling vinegar.

The 1953 armistice explicitly contains a provision prohibiting the

introduction ofarms from outside. The Communists, violating this, have

continuously introduced arms. The U.N. Command side protested but

the Communist side turned a deafear, thus making the provisions invalid.

We can see another example of their duplicity in the case of the truce

in Vietnam. The concept of peace talked about by the Communists is

different from ours. Their peace concept is a disguised strategy to earn

time and cause the other side to drop its guard in the course of realizing

their objectives.

They use this for political purposes. They have been scurrying round

the world claiming that South Korea rejects peace in spite of their own
genuine aspiration for peace. If they really want peace, they can keep

peace by abiding by the present armistice.

They can do it by respecting the July 4 South-North Joint Communi-
que issued in 1972. What matters is whether they are really willing to

preserve. If they have such willingness, peace can be maintained without

accords.

During the past 20 years, they have violated the armistice provisions on
some 13,000 occasions. Ifa new accord is a prerequisite to securing peace

and they really want peace, I propose that North Korea conclude a non-
aggression agreement with the Republic and cease their call for a peace

accord.
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The gist of a nonaggression accord calls for both the South and North
o promise to the Korean people and the world that they will not pursue
arme aggression against each other, to observe noninterference in the
internal affairs of the other side, and to keep the present armistice in effect
under any circumstances.

If these three points are abided by, peace can be secured on the Korean
peninsula. But if they have no intention of keeping these principles, there
is no need for us to conclude accord after accord. My proposal is that the
South and North maintain peace under such a nonaggression accord until

territorial unification is achieved.

In the meantime, we can pursue the dialogue and put into effect ex-
change programs and cooperation so as to lay a firmer foundation for

unification. This idea is in line with the spirit of the July 4 Joint Com-
munique.

The gist of theJune 23 foreign policy declaration for peace and unifica-

tion calls for cementing firmer the groundwork for unification by peace-

ful means because the time and circumstances are not yet mature enough
for the ultimate objective.
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; THREE PRINCIPLES OF PEACEFUL UNIFICATION

president park CHUNG HEE’S LIBERATION DAY

address

August 15, 1974

(Excepts)

. . I take this significant occasion today to emphasize once again that

unification should be achieved through peaceful means under any cir-

cumstance. At the same time, I would like to make clear the basic princi-

ples for peaceful unification which we have been pursuing so faithfully.

The following are the basic principles upheld by our side for the

peaceful unification of the fatherland

:

First, peace should be firmly established on the Korean peninsula. For

this purpose a mutual non-aggression agreement should be concluded

between the South and North.

Second, the South and North should open their doors to each other and

mutual trust should be restored between them. For this purpose they

should pursue rapid progress of the South-North dialogue with sincerity

and many-sided exchanges and cooperation should take place between

them.

Third, based on the above foundation, free general elections should be

held throughout Korea under fair election management and supervision,

and in direct proportion to the indigenous population, thereby achieving

the unification of the country.

It is my conviction that these principles for our peaceful unification re-

present the most reaHstic and practical step toward unification of the di-
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vided fatherland, not by arms but by peaceful means under the prevailing

international situation.

It is for this reason that we have firmly adhered to and will pursue per-

sistently the basic policy of “Unification Preceded by Peace” which calls

for bringing about durable peace first and then achieving unification based

thereupon.

I strongly exhort the North Korean Communists to return to national

conscience as soon as possible, and to make sincere efforts for normaliza-

tion of the South-North dialogue and establishment of peace for a better

future of the fatherland and the people, in line with the spirit of the South-

North Joint Communique ofjuly 4, 1972, and the Special Foreign Policy

Statement for Peace and Unification ofJune 23, 1973.

For there can be no peaceful unification where there is no durable peace.
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6. LATEST NORTH KOREAN PROVOCATIONS

Since the signing of the Armistice Agreement in 1953, the North
Korean Communists have committed approximately 23,500 violations of
the agreement, according to the latest compilation by the United Nations
Military Armistice Commission. A total of 7,677 of the violations have
been committed since the announcement of the South-NorthJoint Com-
munique ofjuly 4, 1972, in which South and North Korea agreed to seek
peaceful unification and not to undertake hostilities against each other.

The following are some of the latest armed provocations committed
by North Korea

:

... On February 15, 1974, North Korean gunboats attacked two
Republic of Korea fishing vessels engaged in peaceful fishing operations
on the high seas off the Korean west coast, sinking one and taking by
force the other to the North. The 28 fishermen aboard the two fishing
boats were either listed as missing or forcibly taken to the North and have
not been returned to the South.

. . . On June 28, 1974, North Korean gunboats attakced a Republic of
Korea patrol boat watching over fishing operations on the high seas well
off the east coast, sinking the boat and abducting the survivors to the
North.

. . . The most tragic incident occurred on August 15, 1974, when an
abortive attempt was made on the life of President Park Chuiig Hee in
which the First Lady was tragically killed by the assassin’s bullet. It was
discovered that the assassin had been trained and sent by the Pyongyang-
controlled Korean Residents Association in Japan (Chochongryun).
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. . . The latest act of provocation committed by North Korea in

flagrant violation of the Armistice Agreement has been the construction

ofan underground tunnel within the Demilitarized Zone. The tunnel was
dug from the northern side and extended well over 1,000 meters into the

southern half of the DMZ. The elaborate construction work of the tun-

nel indicates thorough long-term planning, and an examination of its

structure strongly suggests that it has been intended not merely for in-

filtration of scattered espionage or guerrilla agents on a small scale but for

movement of a large number of regular troops into the South. This is

just another piece ofevidence that North Korea’s scheme ofcommunizing

the whole of Korea through force remains unchanged.
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Ties Date 6ack 90 Years (2)

French Missionaries
Dr. Dong Chon disucsses

early Korean-French relations

in the following article con-

tributed to The Korea Herald

oh the occasion of the 90th an-

niversary of the Korean-
French Treaty which fell

yesterday. Dr. Dong is a

professor of the Department of
International Relations, Seoul

National University. This is

the second in a series of four

installments. — Ed.

By Dong Chon

The basic reason for

Taewongun’s change of mind
was that his primary interest

and concern was to prevent
Russian threat, not to help

French. English or
Christians, and his persecu-

tion of Christians was due to

his suspicion of and hatred
for Christinaity and fear of

Western invasion.

He believed that the best

way to protect Korea from
Western pressure was to

keep Korea closed and to

suppress Christianity which
was regarded as a destruc-

tive and “evil” Western
culture.

Taewongun’s policy was
antiforeign, antiopening and
anti-Christian, ‘but this

policy may well be justified

from the existing internal

and international conditions.

Taewongun was a devout
Buddhist, educated and
raised in traditional Con-
fucian system.

Politically the king was
supreme, socially ancestors

were venerated, and at home
father and husband were
masters. It was an
authoritarian society where
king, ancestor and father

were respected and obeyed.
Religiously heaven and
earth and ancestors . were
worshiped.

Socially the family was the

center of life and the founda-
tion and the basic unit, and
there were yangban-middle-
commoner classes.

Internationally “tribut-

ary” relations with China
was the main relations, and
no other nations were
regarded as equal to China
— the Middle Kingdom or

Middle Empire.
And the tributary missions

exchanged gifts, which
constituted a kind of interna-

tional trade. Contrary to or

against this traditional or

established system or order,

Western culture or
Catholicism certainly
brought about many op-
posing elements and
problems.

Christianity emphasized
God and Christ instead of

king and ancestor; church
and individual instead of

clan and family; heaven
after life instead of hap-
piness in this world; equality
before God instead of dif-

ferent status under king and
in the society and at home;
trade between nations in-

stead of exchange of gifts in

the tributary relations.

And Christianity was
foreign, alien and Western
religion, not Korean and
native Confucian religion.

Furthermore, Christian
missionaries in China were
willingly or unwillingly often

connected with various
aggressive incidents, and
Christians, both
missionaries and Korean
converts, were involved in

the French expeditions to

Korea.

Taewongun’s Stance

Lacking knowledge on
Western world and interna-

tional affairs and conditions,

hearing about Western
aggression in China and
other places, seeing
missionaries and Christians

involved in expeditions to

Korea, finding out Western
culture (Catholicism)
leaching new and different

things which certainly did

not harmonize with existing

political, social and religious

values and systems,
Taewongun naturally,
regarded Christianity as a

dangerous, evil and
destructive force to existing

social and political order.

And he saw no difference
between missionaries,
diplomats, businessmen or
militarymen, Frenchmen or
Englishmen as long as they
were Western “bar-
barians.” To him Wester-
ners were aggressors,
missionaries were
Westerners, warships were
Western aggression, Korean
Christians were
collaborators of Westerners
and missionaries, and
therefore he concluded that

the door had to be kept
closed, Christians,
(missionaries or Korean

converts) had to be
eradicated, “barbarians”

must be repulsed, and Korea
had to be protected from
Western pressure.

The French, however,
thought differently, and sent

another expedition to Korea
in 1866.

To Taewongun this ex-

pedition could be a good
justification of his an-

tiforeign and anti-Christian

policy, because this ex-

pedition was undertaken or

participated in by religious,

diplomatic and military
representatives. Catholic

Father Ridel- and three-

Korean Christians, French
minister in Peking Bellonet

and Adm. Roze carried out

the expedition.

Minister Bellonet in-

formed China of his planned
expedition to Korea and
demanded the clarification

of the Sino-Korean relations.

China offered them good
offices in order to prevent

the French military ex-

pedition. But three French
warships under Adm. Roze
with Ridel and the Korean
converts came to Seoul in

September and . after

destroying the fortress there

left Korea.
In the following month the

French came back with a

larger fleet of seven war-

ships and 600 men.

They landed on Kanghwa
Island, occupied Kanghwa
city, took weapons,
treasures, valuable books

and documents and then

ruined part of the Chondung-
sa temple.

One large old tree that was
burned by the French still

stands in the temple yard,

and the famous Courant’s_

bibliography on Korea was
largely based on the books

taken during this expedition.

However, this expedition

also failed in subjugating

Korea, and the French with-

drew in November.
Taewongun now had a

sense of victory. He
organized a voluntary force,

made weapons, and
strengthened his antiforeign

and anti-Christian policy,

and he must have felt that he

did beat the Western
“barbarians” which even

the Great Empire of China

had failed to do.

(To Be Continued)
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